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nessed the confrontations with
the police.
"The cops came and ordered
my friends out of my room,"
Stirk said. "We realized they had
every right to be there. The police
were totally harassing us and as I
see it, for no reason. They told us
there were 'numerous noise complamts,' out we were simply watching TV in my room."
Kevin Coyle, a senior Business
Administration major, and also
an occupant of room 68, said no
one was breaking any laws.
"We were all well behaved and
nobody was drunk. We weren't
making any noise and we certainly were not looking for
trouble,'' Coyle said.
Assistant manager at the
Atlantic Motel, Steve Baum, and
a geography major at UNH, said

"the problem developed from a
lack of communication.
"The phones weren't in early in
the semester, and if the students
were getting a little loud, they
couldn't get in touch with us.
Naturally they called the police,"
Baum said.
Harriet Moore, Atlantic Motel
manager, agreed that prn1JI~111s
stemmed from communication.
"We've talked to the police_,
and as I understood it, they only
came to the Motel when there
was a noise complaint," Moore
said.
Only one complaint from a
neighbor was fffed-at the Hampton Police Department - <Hl>D)
concerning the residents at
Building 4. _The remaining four
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Students may pay
energy surcharge
By Michael Landroche
Soviet dissident Alexander Ginzburg spoke in the Granite State
Room of the MUB Tuesday night. For the stories, see page
three.<Debbie Schmitt photo)

Cool-Aid opening delayed
By Randy Blossom
Cool-Aid is not yet in full
operation due to an unexplained
delay in services promised by
Facilities Planning, according to
the center's business manager
Steve Sgrulloni.
The University's newly funded
crisis intervention center is
located in the basement of
Schofield house below the Coun. seling and Testing office.
while
said
Sgrulloni
renovations and rewiring were
done in Counseling and Testing
this summer, water damage
from heating and sprinkler
systems and debris from the con-

struction above left Cool-Aid's
basement facilities nearly
inoperative.
The debrfs was removed by the
center's staff last month, according to Sgrulloni, but operating
hours are still limited by the
uninhabitable conditions in the
center's lounge area.
"I spoke with the , Facilities
Planner Kim Spraigue over three
'weeks ago. He said he'd take care
of it in about a week. He was quite
cooperative at the time, but has
yet to explain · the delay."
Sgrulloni said.
Spraigue was unavailable for
comment but sources in his office

claim an estimate has been taken
for repair of the damage.
officially
was
Cool-Aid
recognized and budgeted as a
student organization by the
Student Activities Fee Committee and the Student Senate effective May 1, 1979. Its operating
budget for the 1979-1980 fiscal
year is $3800.
The center has been in
Schofield house for five years and
was previously funded by private
contributions.
"We have the problem of being

UNH resident students may be
paying up to a 100 percent increase in the energy surcharge
on next semester's tuition bill.
According to Geral~ Boothby of
Physical Plant Operations and
Maintenance (PPO&M), the
charge, which was developed to
offset rising energy costs, may
climb as high as $46 for the
spring.
"We're getting it stuck to us by
the state," said Student Body
President Doug Cox.
"Increased energy costs over
the next two years should be accounted for and written in the
university's i:iidget as a part of the
allocation requested from the
state legislature," Cox said.
Vice-President for Budget Administration Allan Prince said
the increase is only a
"possibility."
· "It represents a projection on

the part of Boothby as to how
prices and consumption of
heating and electricity will go,"
Prince said.
The surcharge was first put on
the tuition bill as a separate line
item so that students would be
aware of the rising costs. of
energy, he said.
"The surcharge will definately
go up,'' Boothby said.
"The $46 projection represents
the estimated consumption of
energy in the residence halls and
the jump of oil prices.
"When we started figuring for
this thing,'' Boothby said, ''the
price of heating oil was $12 per
barrell. Now it's $22 per barren.
"We're trying to be as fair as
possible,'' he said. ''Students pay
enough as it is.''
''The problem is,'' said Prince,
"you can't tell what the OPEC
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Sweet transcends his wheelchair
By Barbie Walsh
Kenneth Sweet sits in a
wheelchair.
He is paralyzed from the
shoulders down, a quadriplegic,
labeled an invalid, a cripple by
many.
But he's not confined, inhibited,
or restricted from living a fully
functional life.
His paralysis was caused when
he dove into the ocean, the impact of the water breaking his
neck. It was 1965, Sweet was 24, a
wholesale milk and icecream
vendor, with a wife and two kids.

Inside
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fers a swirling spectrum of blown·
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all over. For the story, see page 12.
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A year after the accident Sweet
enrolled in Shasta Junior College
in his native California. t\fter attending three schools
for nine years Sweet received a
PhD in speech and communications.
An assistant professor in the
Theater Communication Department, Sweet has taught several
incommunication courses,
cluding Public Speaking, at UNH
for three years.
"At first I wanted to stay at
home but I met the right people.
Strong family influence ·allowed
me freedom to make my own
·
choices.
a
think I'm
don't
"I
quadriplegic. I am Ken Sweet;
father, teacher. If I label myself
as a cripple then other people will
see me as a cripple.''
Most of Sweet's students are
surprised when he wheels into
class on the first day.
"It sure is an attention getter.
Imagine, students say, 'hey what
have we got here?' A cripple?
Then I have to help them to transcend past this stigma and see
me as a person," he said with a
smile. "It's very gratifying when
it happens and I know it's happened."
Many disabled people accot-

ding to Sweet worry about functioning in the mainstream of
society. "I've talked to many
people who are afraid of what's·
out there. It's safer to stay at
home."
Sweet believes communication
is the key to it all. "My ability to
communicate with others depends <>n understanding my
own strengths and weaknesses."
One of the reasons Sweet went
into teaching public speaking was
because he couldn't make
speeches himself.
weakness
this
"Realizing
helped me deal with other
people's reactions," he said.
Senior Doug Cox who had
Sweet as a professor for public
speaking, said the first day of
class he was surprised and not
sure what to expect. "But he's- an
excellent professor. His classes
are -a real worthwhile experience.' said Cox.
Senior- Steve Norman -who also
had Sweet for public speaking,
called him a "lucid, candid
professor."
"He doesn't let his handicap
. get him down, so it doesn't get
other people down.", said Nor
· SWEET page 16
'

Communications professor Kenneth Sweet doesn't consider
himself a cripple, but a man who is a father and a teacher
·
(Barbie Walsh photo)
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--News Briefs- Judicial boards hear pleas
The four boards usually meet
once a week.
The fifth board, the Appeals
Board, is represented by four
students and three faculty members. The board handles appeals
to University Judicial Board
decisions. It meets only when an
appeal has been filed.
A complaint against a student
is filed with the Dean of Student's
office. Both the person filing the
complaint and the person
charged are contacted and told
their rights and how the court
procedure works. Each student
charged has the opportunity to
meet with one of five students
from an internship course out of

By Ella Thomas
members, and being a proceStudents never have to put up dural advisor at hearings.
with fear of harassment at
Five boards are invofved in the
UNH. The University Judicial University Judicial System
'
System gives them a course Finio said.
There are three area boards,
through which they can redress
violations against their rights," which hear complaints from the
said Robert Gallo, assistant Dean students living in those areas.
Each of these boards is repreof Students.
Every week four judicial boards sented by four students and one
handle cases dealing with loud faculty member. Area boards
stereos, excessive drinking, have the power to evict students
from the dorm.
harrassment, assault and thefts.
The Dean of Students' Office is
The University Judicial Board
in charge of delegating judicial handles off-campus student comresponsibility, and it currently plaints and more serious
employs a student, Michael charges. The University Judicial
Finio, to coordinate the judicial Board is represented by four
system. Finio's job includes ad- students and three faculty memvising students and residential bers. The board has the power fo
staff, setting up hearings, helping dismiss students from the
to pick and train new board University.

Cyclist injured last night
An unidentified motorcyclist was. injured early this morning
when his motorcycle slid out of control and struck a parked car on
Main St.
Police did not know the man's identity at press time.
According to eyewitnesses, the cyclist apparently lost control of
the bike, tipped over, and slid with it down the street.
"He was coming down at a pretty good speed," said Marie
Dwyer, a UNH student who was walking downtown when the accident occured. "There was a car in the other lane, and he seemed
like he was passing it. Then he just started to tip over and skidded. He was almost parallel to the ground."
After sliding about 100 feet, the man sideswiped another parked
car and hit the trunk of a small sports car parked in front of Town
and Campus. He was pinned under the car when rescue crews
arrived.
The accident occured at about 1 a.m.

UJB,pagel6

Applications acceptedThe Memorial Union Building Board of Governors (MUB BOG)
is accepting applications to fill representative positions.
Open positions include commuter representative, Student Activity Fee Organization representative, Thompson School
representative and Graduate School representative.
The BOG is the policy making body for the Memorial Union.
The Board is involved with the approval and implementation of
the MUB 's one million dollar budget, allocation of office space in
the building and the supervision of the Food Service and MUB
Pub operations.
Applications are available in room 321 and room 322 of the
MUB. Applications are due by Thursday.

Parra to speak
Two talks by Francisco Parra, professor of sociology at the
University of Madrid will be given at Marston mini-dorm.
On Tuesday at 12:30 Parra w11l discuss "Political Change in
Spain: a System's Viewpoint." Oh Thursday at 7 p.m. "Social
Welfare Systems in Spain and Europe''. will be discussed. .
Parra is at UNH working with Sociology Professor Walter
Buckley on system's theory.

Murdoch elected
Joseph Murdoch, professor of electrical engineering, was
recently elected to the board of directors of the Illuminating
Engineering Society of North America.
Murdoch was also named a fellow of the 10,000-member
technical society. The society includes architects, designers, contractors, distributors, utility personnel, scientists, manufacturers, students and educators from Canada, Mexico and the
United States.
A teacher in the College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
for 27 years, Murdoch recieved his undergraduate and doctorate
degrees from UNH. His research includes studies of skylights,
light and energy trade-offs and interior lighting design
procedures.

A cow at the UNH barns licks his chops. (Barbie Walsh photo)

Durham's Main Street parking ban
has reduced traffic accident rate

·Coninioner to lecture
Barry Commoner, a biologist and environmentalist, will be U1e
central speaker at a nuclear power teach-in at UNH Oct. 21.
Commoner's 4 p.m. address in the Granite State Room of the
Memorial Union Building will be preceded by 16 workshops on
topics related to the nuclear issue.
Commoner is the aµthor of several books about_ene.rgy
problems in the U.S., including "The Closing Circle" and "The
Poverty of Power.''
He is a professor of environmental science at Washington
University in St. Louis and director of its Center for the Biology of
Natural Systems.
·
Workshops, sponsored by the Society Advocating Natural
Energy, will begin at 10:45 a.m. andendat3:45p.m.
Commoner's address is sponsored by the Memorial Union
Student Organization. The teach-in has been planned in
cooperation with the National Public Interest Research Group
(PIRG).
The UNH teach-in is one of five nuclear energy programs for
which the National PIRG is providing either Commoner or Ralph
Nader as speakers.

The weather
Today will be partly cloudly with occasional showers, according to the National Weather Service in Concord.
Temperatures will reach a high in the 40s during the day and
will drop to the 30s Friday night.
High temeratures on Saturday will be in the 40s.
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Dennis Plante, engineering
draftsman of planning and
Engineering, was responsible for
the new striping on the sidewalks.
He was also involved in an at-

study done," he said.
An informal agreement has
been reached to do the study in a
month, according to DeVito. "I
hope to get the neccessary sensitive equipment from tht:
university and do the study as a
general service.''

By Margo Hagopian
No accidents have occured on
Main Street since the parking ban
between Garrison and Edgewood
roads went into effect Aug. 20.
"There is a high concentration
of students crossing from classes
in that area," according to
Durham Police Chief Paul
Gowen. "With the elimination of
parking, there is -improved
visibility of people in the
crosswalk.''
Two pedestrians were hit by
cars when crossing Main Street
in front of Smith Hall last spring.
Safety improvements made by
the town to the area include
"look" signs painted on the crosswalks and vellow "fi~urine
silouettes'' stencilled before
the crosswalks. The state posted
"no parking" signs.
In August a Town Safety
Meeting was held and the
suggestion of doing a lighting
study of Main Street was made.
Currently there is no study being
conducted, according to Skip
DeVito, manager of Planning and
Engineering.
Gowen would like to see the
restricted section lighted similar
to the downtown area of Main
Street.
-"The crosswalk would be safer
if it was better lighted," he said.
DeVito agreed on the lighting
issue.
' 1:p d Hk~ · to see a ·full s.cale ·
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UNH financial aid
totals '$12 million
By Sharon Hollick
This year a total of 12 million
dollars in financial aid will be
granted to UNH students.
_Only a small oortion of that aid
will come directly from University sources, said Richard Craig,
director of financial aid.
This isdue to a large growth int·
aid that UNH doesn't award, he
said.
"Last year before the expansion of the Basic Grant and
Guaranteed Loan Program 85
percent of the aid was from
federal sources," Craig said. He
expects that before the end of the
year 90 percent of aid will be
federal.
Craig said it is now easier than
ever before to qualify for some
type of • lo~n bt grant.' This \s r
1

'

, , t '

•

mainly because of the new Middle Income Student Assistance
Act, he said. The Act has expanded eligibility into the middle income bracket and has guaranteed that loans from banks are
available to anyone regardless of
their income.
"In August of 1978 approximately nine hundred
thousand dollars was given out in
Basic Grants," Craig said. "In
August of 1979 approximately two
million dollars in Grants was
given out," he said.
He expects that by the end of
the year there will be an additio!1~1 one thousand people
rece1vmg grants.
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Dissident· Ginzhurg speaks to capacity crowd
Ginzburg

Asks .youth

offers U.S.

to fight

• • •
criticisni

socialis1n

By Susan Murray
''His sin has been speaking his
mind," said Professor David
Magidson in his introduction of
the Soviet dissident Alexander
Ginzburg, whose Tuesday night
speech at UNH Magidson termed

·By Wayne Winters
Alexander Ginzburg, Soviet
dissident exiled to the United
· States last April, called for the
youth of the Western world to
help fight for the cause of human
riehts.
"critical."
"I consider you to be a real acMagidson's remarks reflected
force," Ginzburg said to a
tual
the spirit in which the UNH
crowd of BOO, mostly
capacity
audience received Ginzburg, who
students, in the Granite State
was brought to this country in
Room of the Memorial Union
April from his third term in a
Building Tuesday night.
Soviet prison camp as part of an
"The situation of the world
exchange of political prisoners.
today is perilous," he said.
But those who expected-Ginz"Young people of the free world
burg's gratitude at hfs unexpecare the only ones that can correct _
ted release to be uncompllcatea
the situation. Perhaps young
by a profoundly foreign and
people can form an organization
critical philosophy were sur- Alexander Ginzburg called the West's youth its natural resource at his speech in the Granite that will help promote peace in
prised.
State Room of the MUB Tuesday night. (Debbie Schmitt photo)
the world... what they would bring
them would not be the
with
Ginzburg emphasized that the opinion about the conduct of U.S.- president
or Ginzburg or
Soviet regime is not legitimate Soviet relations.
but their own
Solzhenitsyn,
that
is
most
me
bothers
"What
representation of the Russian
His speech was titled 'The
ideas."
people, ealling the Communist they've gotten a lot of support
Status of Religion, in the U.S.S.R. ',
somewhat
sa~
Ginzburg
takeover in 1917 ''the coup which from the free world, this country precariously on a stool and spoke
l:A.lt religion was only one theme in
is named revolution here.'' He as well," said Ginzburg, quietly and seriously in Russian.
Ginzburg's elusive, b~t distinctly
said the "coup" had lasted 40 referring to the Soviet regime.
political, message. qinzbu~g's
Interpreter Vladimir Kozlovsy
He said the U.S. had been sup- translated a few sentences of
indictment of the Soviet regime
years because "during 40 years
people were jailed and physically porting the Soviet regime with Ginzburg's speech at a time.
in - all
''socialism
and
obliterated, not for something trade and technology which · is
.manifestations" was accomThe gaunt bespectacled man
they had done, but for something eventually used for military pur- whose thin graying hair belied his
panied by tacit criticism of what
poses.
they might have done."
he called U.S. support of
43 years, spoke on topics ranging
Asked whether he believed that from diplomatic relations and
Ginzburg, who identified himtotalitarian governments.
self as "an ultra-right wing reac- the Soviet regime was bent on the socialist repressions to religion
In the speech and during the
tionary" in the American destruction of the free world, · and the Olympics.
question and answer session
political spectrum, ·said he knew Ginzburg repeated almost verfollowing it, Ginzburg's approach
But his predominant 'message
of no example of a Socialist batim a response he had given was the free world's role in counto these problems was witty, but
meeting
a
at
day
the
in
earlier
be
not
would
"that
revolution
circumspect.
regimes
socialist
tering
with UNH Russian students.
¥
'
standing on a pile of corpses.''
the
throughout
repressions
"That's what they've been world.
From his deep distrust of the
Soviet regime and its intention8
"I'm against socialism in all its
have come Ginzburg's strong ~INZBURG, page 4
manifestations. The experiences
of my life prevent me from being
for socialism in any form.
"What upsets . me most is
they've got a lot of support from
the free world, including the
United States, he said.
Citing the Peace Corp as a
prototype organization that free
world youth form, Ginzburg said
"the very concept that moved
American youth to go to .. .fea,rful
places,'' inspired him to pursue ~
By Maureen Sullivan
catering service is proving suc- humanitarian ends.
The Memorial Union Building cessful and the Pub, which got off
He added that the tragedy of
(MUB) will be operating under to a· slow start, attracted its the dissident in the Soviet Union
an estimated deficit of $37 ,000.
largest crowd last weekend. The is that he is unable to relate to
of the MUB's Enter- problems in the outside world. He
The MUB Pub, now being sub- completionBoard
expected to said western youth's ability to
tainment
sidized by the Board of Gover- enhance the Pub'sisappeal.
travel is a major asset to aiding
nors (BOG), the discrepancy in
the human rights movement.
work study funding and the food
Sanborn and BOG hope this
But even if an organization
service program have caused year's
fee
MUB
the
in
increase
materialize, Ginzburg
doesn't
J.
to
according
part of the deficit,
would help to alleviate the deficit. called for young people to go to
Gregg Sanborn, director of The
proceeds from the hike, the the Soviet Union as spies, "spies
Student Activities.
first in three years, amounted to of your own heart."
Jim Connors, chairman of the about $25,000. The intended pur"I do not expect you to trust me
BOG, said last year's misap- pose of the hike was to replenish or believe me, I want you only to
propriation of work study funds the MUB's debts and renovate test me," he said. Verify what we
areas of the building.
(dissidents) say and "then you
been rectified.
have
The anit-nuclear protest at the Seabrook nuclear power plant
have to invite Russian
won't
this weekend cost New Hampshire about $200,000. (Jonathan
According to Connors, the pur- ' dissidents, you'll see it for yourSanborn is optimistic about
Blake photo)
MUB finances for this year. The pose was somewhat defeated self."
when one of the dishwashers in
Ginzburg spoke quietly and
the building had to be replaced. seriously about what he called "a
The cost of the new machine is normal story," about his grandabout $20,000.
mother, who had also spent two
in a Soviet prison before he
years
inor
reserve
any
of
lack
The
Last weekend's anti-nuclear
"You can't put up four or five morning and didn't leave until 4
and her search for his
born,
was
demonstration at Seabrook will hundred people, feed them and a.m. Tuesday morning," Duncan surance funding to handle these grandfather.
situations as they arise is a real
His grandfather was abducted
cost the state $200,000, according house them and pay them for four- said.
problem in trying to maintain the
by the secret police in 1918
to Dayton Duncan, Gov. Hugh or five days without running up a
said.
Connors
building,
The state police force covering
because he screamed at the
Gallen's press secretary.
considerable bill," Duncan said.
the rest of New Hampshire was
Connors said there will be a police for breaking valuable arDuncan said the biggest expenMost of the police and guard thinner than usual, according to drop in the M~'_s _d~~ic~t .~h!s cheological artifacts. Giniburg
se was the 250 police from five
year. Sanborn added that it was said "he was probably shot." Afstayed on the site. Some stayed at Duncan.
states and the 200 New Hampfour years ago tnat me mun ter his grandmother's search
only
"One of the reasons the other was faced with an $80,000 deficit.
through anatomy students'
shire national guardsmen, who Winnacunnet High School in
morgues, she gave up, and "she
states were willing to send some
guarded the Public Service Com- Hampton.
The final budget for the MUB is
could not do without religion after
Other expenses include ~ousing of their troopers was so we didn't
pany property from Friday night
the
at
released
be
to
scheduled
that."
for state police heads and the go under thinness to under end of the month .
. to Tuesday mo~ning.
"People are dying all the time"
he said. "whether in 1918, 1930 or
New Hampshire must pay for personnel from the Attorney coverage.
Connors said people must
"It was the height of the foliage realize the full scope of the MUB
the food and lodging of the police General's office, and a center for
SPEECH,._ page 9
season," Duncan said, "and one and. hPW involved .it is.. in the.full
from other states, while the home the 423 registered press ·people.
parameter of the University.
"I got there at 11 a.m. Friday of the big traffic weekends."
state pays the wages.

News analysis

Sanborn estimates
large MUB deficit

.

Nuke protest costs NH -thousands
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CI1NTER WILDWOOD

SUNDAY, October 14
STRAIGHT - BILLIARDS COMPETITION: For students,
faculty, and staff. Preliminiary rounds, SO points; semifinals, 7S points; and finals, 100 points. Memorial Union
Game~ Area, no<;>n-3 p .m. Registration fee $1. To sign up,
see Stan Copeland, Games Area, 862-1910. Prizes will be
awarded; gift certificates courtesy of Louise's Sport Shop,
Durham.
MUSO FILM SERIES: "Lenny Bruce in Concert," starring
Lenny Bruce. Plus, various shorts. Strafford Room,.
Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission $.75 or MUSO
Film Pass.
SCOPE PRESENTS: ROBERT PALMER in concert. Tickets
sold out.
VISITING FACULTY RECITAL: John Skelton, organ. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean with oldies, 8 p.m. 20 and over only;
$.SO cover charge.

MONDAY, October 15
MEN'S SOCCER: St. Anselm's, Lewis Field, 3 p.m.
WOMEN'S TENNIS: Colby Sawyer, Field House courts, 3
p.m.
JAZZ CONCERT: Featuri9g David McKenna, Jazz Pianist.
First ift an ongoing series of traditional jazz. Strafford
Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m. Admission $2.50. Cosponsored by MUSO and the Music Department.

379-280> is published and distributed semi-weekly '
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August, prior to the Safety
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·checking indoor office lighting,"
• -Plante said. "We couldn't get an
•accurate reading. We did decide
• thatlllorelightsareneededorin• creased output from the ones that
• are already there."
If a car is parked on Main
• Street in the restricted. area, it
wm receive a $5 nne. aowen said
• two weeks before the ban was to
go into effect, pamphlets were
•distributed. Thedayth~lawwent
: ~~~efilfect no cars were parked
"There never was a problem
• ge~ting people to move," Gowen .
i. said.

•

•
•

•

Contest ends Wednesday, October 17th

•

PARKING BAN
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• requirements for that area of
*• MainStreet.
An experiment was conducted

'* • .
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1ll! example where

Sale Price $115.00

· ----~~
.:
the new-Commuter Center newspaper
~******************************** * will be coming out Monday, October 29,..
·h J
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** Th e -p arapSyC
0
ogy
and it needs a namef
·
·
*
*
**
* •*
Anyone can submit a name at
pres t
*
*
en s
~ *The Commuter Center
**
Psychi·c-Pheno-mena
· **.•*
Info Desk
**
** **
Rm. 136 in the MUB
*
**
*
* •*
The best name will be determined
~
by
Lawrence Sands
*
*
**
by the staff.
** (of ,Portsmouth Psychic Center)
** ••
The winner will receive a
**
** ••
DINNER FOR TWO AT
;
Tuesday, Oct. 16, 8:00 .p.m. in the
~:
HORSEFEA THERS
Forum rm. of the Library

" I kuuw uf

they have fulfllled any treaty
withtheU.S."hesaid.
.G~nzb~rg maintained a clear
distmction between people and
the governments of their coun-

ANNUAL
PRE SEASON
SALE 0N
CROSS COUNTRY
SKI Eau IPM ENT
0CT 8 - 0CT 20

·~

*

doing. I've studied geography
since fourth grade, and I notice
more and more red color on the
mwaph."hesakid.d
en as e wh a t po 1i.t.ica 1
pressure the U.S. government
could put on the Soviet government to change their internal
policies, Ginzblir~ said,, "You'll
have to stop tradmg with them.
You support the regime by
trading with it."
.
In a guarded response to a
question on his opinion of the
SALTIItreaty,.Ginzburgsaidhis
experience led him to believe the
Soviets would not comply with it.

on U.S. foreign policy, the
suggestions he would offer reinforced th~t distinction.
,.~..:M~
Citing the early influence of the
.."'f'..Jr**********************~*******w ideology of the Peace Corps on
_. . . . ,, .. , • , , ,. .
him, ~e offered. amorphous
s·,~~·a~\'1~
'·,1•:~·'~''''
sugge~tions of ~n mmtr~tion of
~,
,.~~ '~
A~erican youth_mto Russia.
Go there as your own spies
not as of your country, but as of
your heart. Go under any guise
so that you people who are caned
~
the enemy by Soviet newspapens
~
will show that you are very kind,
humane, people" he said.
.Asked about the practicality of
this plan, Ginzburg replied ''Why
do you have to ask permission to
---•
•
do good word?"
Discussing the basis for such a
youth movement in America ,
•Save on brand new and leftover stock
Ginzburg said America has
for. example ·_Trak Rallye Package
traditionally been a country of
voluntary effort in which he considers the youth a "real, active
force."
reg. $146. 50
"But," Giilzburg said, "I will
not teach your own ideas to you''
•Cross country clothing close outs at
and in this comment appeared
the implication, recurrent in
that
Ginzburg's
speech,
0
American understanding of both
their own national character and
the real direction of their foreign
policy is somehow obscured, and
'I Wm'~
lf1tl r~
that vindication of the Soviet
I~
~~
~.,.,
I lfli ;;J
dissidents' vision of world order
is imminent.
•. , ,
D h PetNtee BHrook Lha~e
People were dyfinhg arhound t~e
ur am, ew amps ire 03824 VISA.
world because o t e c ange m
Tel. (603) 868-5584
American foreign policy brought
.T
·
about by American youth during
1
Sk
k
k
P
B
C
Wilderness amping, ac · ac ing,
ounng
the Vietnam War, Ginzburgsaid.
Mon.-Fri. 9-5:30, Sat. 9-5, Thursday Eve Tit 8:30 ·
.
"I don't expect trust, only that
you test me," he said. Test the
'(. • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , validity of our (Soviet ~s~iden.• ··
H orsef ea th-ers 0 fD OVer what we're seeing. Then you
:
and
: ·w on't have to invite Russian
*
,
,. dissidents any longer."
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Needs Your~
**~The Student Senate
**
Voice
**
**
**
*
Student Senate Has Openings For:
*
**
**
2 Commuter Senators
* 1 Commuter
center Advisory BoardMember*
**_
--,. · **
Any full-time undergraduate student ~s
**
eligible
*
,
,
*
~
Contact Lynne Bolduc Rm. 130 MUB,
~
*~
862-1494
*~
**
_
**
· .

Wed~esday

. rt .notthe? '.mm€diat:I~. l f~Sl:\~:~I.~.~: s(•ml,address changes. t.o The Jll:ew

""

_
·
·
·
·~******************************~

~
•----~--------~------~
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1'hc New liampshire (

r

· ' : ··
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LOUNGE :

· WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL: Brown, Lundholm Gymnasium,
Field House, 1 p.m.
MUB PUB: Darling, punk ro(:k, 8 p.m. Open to all; $.SO
cover charge.
COFFEE HOUSE: St. Thomas More Student Center, Madbury Rd., 8 p.m. Free admission. Bring an instrument or·
your voice. Refreshments served.

\

1

Featuring White Mountain Express, country/rock, 8:30
p.m.-12:30 a.m. Saturday night also.
MUB PUB: Darling, pu,nk rock, 8 p.m. 20 and over only;
$.50 cover char~e.

SATURDAY, October 13

\I

There will be an informational meeting
on Monday, Oct. 15th
in the Rockingham Room, MUB
"
1st level at 8 00 p m
Any questions contact Joanne at 862-1136
868
. - 9816

.

NEW ENCLAND

JI!"'\

Students interested
IN JERRY BROWN ...

F~IDAY, Octo~er

12 .
ART PRINT SALE: An exhibition and sale of over 600 different fine art reproductions. East-West Lounge, Memorial
Union, 10 a .m.-S p.m. Sponsored by Student Activities.
COMPUTER SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM: "Toward a Common Representation for Problem Solving and Language
Comprehension Information," Professor Eugene Charniak,
Computer Science Department, Brown University. Room
M308, Kingsbury Hall, from 3-4 p.m.
LECTURE SERIES--THE REFLECTION OF THE OCEAN
IN OUR LIVES: Second lecture of series: "Past, Present, and
Future Coastal Development." Speakers: Jack Adams,
University photographer, and Charles Tucker, Associate
Profess~ INER. Iddles Auditorium, 8 p.m. Sponsored by
Speakers Bureau/DCE/The New England Center, with
special assistance from the University's Marine Advisory
· Program. Advance registration at DCE (862-2015) requested
for admission. Other lectures lwill be held November 2 and

"'T - ...

•

•
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Tiine for the Great Winter Classic?

A snowy New Hampshire night--snow rattles
on window panes, turn the thermostat down,
break out the woolen sweaters and kindle a blaze
in the fireplace. Nestle onto the couch, drink hot
apple cider laced with honey and ginger, and
watch the first game of the ... World Series?
Whither the boys of summer?
It's early October, we've got a few 70 degree
days left. Haven't we? Heck, the squirrels haven't
had time to gather chestnuts and acorns. The birds
haven't made reservations for Orlando and points
south. Halloween isn't even here.
"Trick or treat, or I'll throw a snowball at your
house."
We've missed a step between summer and winter. Big, white flakes of snow do not gently fall
upon red, orange, and yellow leaves. The Great
Pumpkin doesn't ride a sleigh. Baseball isn't an
addition to the Winter Olympics.
The weatherman mutters about lows bumping
into lows and all I know is that I see cross country

runners competing with cross country skiers on
Main Street. Where are the crisp autumn days
filled with the heady smell of burning leaves? You
can't burn leaves in the snow.
The Homecoming Queen and the Winter Carnival Queen aren't coronated on the same day.
Suddenly, mittens, mucklucks, and snow balls
replace windbreakers, sneakers, and kites.
It's unnatural, that's what it is. Winter with its
snow should know its place. It better head north
to where it belongs. Ski season doesn't start on
Columbus Day.
It can't snow now. The storm windows aren't
up, the snow tires aren't on, the vegetables aren't
jarred and pickled, that cord of wood isn't cut and
split.
You don't stop by the woods on a snowy winter's evening in October. Besides, it's tough to concentrate on the Series when your little brother insists on singing "Frosty the Snowman."

Text: Dana Jennings
Photos: Jonathan Blake
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---------------.- --notices-----------------CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

GENERAL -

DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSIONS TO AEGIS: Monday,
SAILING CLUB MEETING: Monday, October 15,
October 15, Room 153, Memorial Union. We are publishSenate-Merrimack Room, Memorial Union, at 7 p.m. A
ing poetry, fiction, and artwork.
.
seminar on reaching and running off the wind will be
DEUTSCHE KAFFEEm'UNDE: Everybody who enJoys
held.
and wants to practice German is invited to do so in an inACM MEETING: Sunday, October 14, Kingsbury M208,
formal atmosphere over a cup of coffee or chocolate and
at 1 p.m. Past computer science graduates will attend
some baked goods. Mondays, from 3-4 p.m., in Murkfor an informal disciission. Come and learn what the
land9.
"real world" is like-the problems, expectations, and acITALIAN LUNCHEON: An Italian luncheon will beheld
complishments of past grads.
on Tuesdays from 12 noon-1 p.m. in Murkland 102. All
SOLAR ENERGY COALITION MEETING: Tuesday,
those in the campus community who wish to practice
October 16, Room 320, Memorial Union, at 7:30 p.m. A
their Italian are invited to attend.
movie and speaker will focus on solar energy greenBILLIAlij) LESSONS: Beginning October 11, billiard
houses. We will discuss the construction of solar
lessons for the novice and beginner will be offered every
greenhouses and how they work. All are welcome.
Tuesday and Thursday in the Memorial Union Games
WILDLIFE SOCIETY MEETING: Monday, October 15,
Area from 5-7:30 p.m. Learn the fundamentals of the
Room 104, Pettee Hall, at 7:01 p.m. All welcome.
gam~ of pocket billiards. Here is your opportunity to
learn correctly and improve quickly. To sign up, please
ATHLETICS AND RECREATION
see Stan Copeland in the MUB Games Area. $1 charge
per night. Men and women welcome. ·
CO-REC INTRAMURAL VOLLEYBALL: Games
LECTURE/DISCUSSIONS ON CAREER OPPORplayed evenings at N.H. Hall Gym . Rosters are due at
TUNITIES IN THEATER: Discussions to be led by
the
sports managers' meeting, Monday, October 15.
UNH Theater faculty. Wednesdays, October 3-NovemSign up with your ·living unit's sports· manager or call
ber 7 Patil Creative Arts Center, Room 212, from 1-2
p.m. Open to all studerits.
- 862-2031 for more information.
SECOND ANNUAL MINI-MARATHON (6.2 miles) will
NEW ENGLAND CENTER GALLERY EXHIBITION:
hP hPlit nn ~u.nd~y, Ootobor Dl. Star ting tilue i;:, 10 a. m .
"The Oce.an'i;: TmSH!P--An ·~""hihition ol Undoru•otor
from
behind the Field House. Entry fee $3 (includes
Photographs and Marine Paintings." Collier Gallery,
marathon shirt) is due upon registration. Registrations
New England Center, 9 a.m.-9 p.m. daily. Continues
are due by Wednesday, October 17 in Room 151 of the.,. .
through October29.
Field House. An additional $1 fee will be charged for late ·
registration. Runners should report to Room 151 between 8:30 and 9:30 a.m. on the day of the race to pick up
ACADEMIC
shirt and race number. Three categories for men and
WASHINGTON INTERNSHIP MEETING: Tuesday,
women: ages 18-25, 25-39; and 40 plus. Special awards
October 16, in 53 Hamilton Smith, from 1-2 p.m. Spring
for first UNH alumnus, UNH student, and UNH faculty I
1980 interns meet former Washington interns for inforstaff. Prizes donated by Blue Ribbon Sports (Nike),
mal exchange of information.
Newfields, N.H. For more information, call 862-2031.

•

•
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the book loft
"upstairs',, At Town and (:ampus
paperbacks
hard covers
childrens books
toys
games.
records
cassettes
record accessories
stuffed animals
holiday cards and party goods
1980 calenda_rs (over 50 in stock)
3M copy machine
- Rezound copy center

"Serving Durham and The University
Since 1973"

~m~~=============;==================================:::::====================================;==~===~==============:===:=:=======::;:;:;:;:;:=

Womenswear
Apply Now

The rea l thing. Just like
our men's straight leg
jeans, except for the fit.
And do they fit! Perfectly!
In comfortable 100 percent cotton denim. And
legs so super straight,
they're perfect for boots.
Or any other kicking a round you'd like to do.

Sail from Los Angeles, February~' 1980,
and from Seattle, .September 3, 1980, to the
Orient, Southeast .Asia, India, Egypt
(Suez Canal) and the Mediterranean.

Earn a full semester of credit. Sponsored by ·
the University of Colorado at Boulder. Participation
open to qualified students from all accredited colleges
and universities. Semester at Sea admits st.udents
with__out regard to color, race or creed.
More than 60 university courses - with in-port and voyage related emphasis. Faculty
. are from leading universities. Visiting area experts.

••••. ••. •••••. ••t ....................

~..

. •..............- .

.For futher info see student .. ~
Use This Co~pon to Obtain
Representative John Cloyes, · ·~The FREE COLOR CATALOG
Coops Apt. s- ~
· ··
Durham, N.H. 603-868-7284 ~Name .............. ; .......... .

~Address ........

. ............ .. .

:citv ................... ; ....... .

"Semester at Sea
will be in ·the MUB
Oct 17th & 18th"

f State ....

•

B~ERS ... pe~~ct for klll wearing .. .
with your Levis or skirts and slacks .. .
from $55 to $70.
SHIRTS and BLOUSES ... tailored or
sport...polyester or flannel from S16.

.. . . .... " ·... Zip. _... :

Send to address above and semester at
sea will send you a free color catalog
of-the spring '80 and fall '80 voyages.

-:· ..... .................... ... ·.·.·..·... ....... ..... .. ... .. .
For free color brochure, call or write: Semester at Sea , UMC 336B, University of Coler
rad.a , Boulder 80309. Telephone toll free (800) 854-0195 (except Colorado and
California),(714)581-6770(California),(303)492-5352(Colorad.o).TheS.S. Universe
is fully air-conditioned., 18,000 tons, registered in Liberia and built in America.
/

50 Main St. Downtown Durham

.' "" -.\, ...,/,·"'./ ' ' I/
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Harassment charged
POLICE
continued from page 1
complaints ,were initiated by the
HPD or individual officers at
their own discretion, according to
the police journal.
Acting Police Chief Robert
Mark, said the problems with the
students stem from certain "adjustments" they have to learn to
make.

Silk Screen

start

congreg:iting

need help?

.~:!:!:!:!:~:!:!:!:!:!:!:!=~=~=·=~=·=~·:~:·:·:·:·:·:·:~:·:~!~:·:·:·:.~:·:·:~:~:~:~;!:·:~:~:~:!:~:!:!:~=~~:!:!:~;!:!:!:~;!~;!:!"~:!;~;~:!

142i..8018
Strafford County
Human Services
~~~!:~!~~~~~s. -~~~~f~!..........t-.~.tl!l:-.~.~~:-.1!: ~~
·~·~·~·. .!!·~·-·!·~·!·!~·~·!·!·~·!·!.!·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·!·~·~·!~·!·!·~·!·~,~·!·!·!·!·!·!·~·!·!·!·!·!·!·!·!·!·!·!·!·!·!·!·!~!·!·~·~...
if no answer call 1-800-852-3311

T-Shirt Tycoon
3 Suzanne Drive
Portsmouth, N.H.
431-7831

-
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enlargement

_L___with film developing

Robert Gallo, assistant Dean of
Students, said the students may
have been treated unfairly.

TOWN AND
CAMPUS
Expires Oct. 27

Get a free 5 x 7 color
enlargement with each roll
of color film you bring in for
developing and printing

I

n
~I

"
~

'·

• Kodacolor, Fuji or 3M
color print film
• 110, 126or135 film sizes
• Satin borderless printa
• Print1 are dated

'·
I

I
·~

~

~"
I

..-

Processing by Berkey Photo Inc.

Gallo said that the Hampton
police may be doing things out- _ ..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _iiiiiilii~~~~~~~~~~
side the law, but there is nothing
they can do right now. He advised
student residents at the Atlantic
Motel to document any incidents
that occur.
659-3215 RTK .108 659-3215
The students have talked with
Malcolm McNeill, a lawyer in the
Newmarket. N.H.
firm of Barrett and McNeill in
Durham. The firm offers free
legal aid to students._
''We've received numerous
the
concerning
complaints
situation with students at the
Atlantic Motels. It has raised
USED CARS
much concern on my part and has
been brought to the attention of
You are cordially
the Dean of Studeqts Office,"
invited to view
McNeill said. "Appropriate acLatest Arrivals
Our
tion will be taken. We've heard
The 1980 Chevrolet
the students' story, and plan on
Cars and Trucks
hearing the other side."
October 11th
McNeill declined to comment
Through Oct. 14
further on any speeific incidents.
"We saw Mr. McNeill, and he
Refreshments Served
advised against us filing any
legal complaint at this point,"
We Service What We Sell
Stirk said. "He said a charge of
Your Authorized Chevrolet
this type is a serious one, and
Dea1e·r in the Durham Area ·
would involve quilte a bit of time

Great Bay Motor Co., Inc.

®

and money if brought to court.'' • --1!1.111!1.
Moore, Gallo and the students
at the Atlantic Motel have been
working to develop a community
council. They hope to have
students participate in their own
form of government and get involved in bringing unity and control to the situation.
"Except for the incidents with
the police, the students at ~e

-""-1 1!.1~ll!l!!l--•------------•llll

!!I!_

1. ! 1 1 1

Eyeglass.Savings .
from the full service speclall$IS of · ·
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Come in now and
sign up
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f

llPU' ronietly by Dm,ul). Mu/.{itlso11
l>y Jeffery B. Mmtu1

Tiu• W'orl.tl PrPmiRrP of"

Johmw11 TlwutPr, Pt1ul (;rPt1IWP Arts Ce11lt>r, V11ivt>rsily
of Nf'H' Hampshirf'
Ortobt>r 16-20 "' 8 p.m. Ortober 18 nt 2 p.m.
Gn1eml: $4 l!NH Strul.n1l-Empl.oyee/Se11i.or: $3
VNH St1ule11ts, Ope11in/{ Ni¢1.t: $2
Rt>.~t>n•1llio11s: 862-229() Din11t>r-Thellter Pnckt:ge Availuble
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20Percent
Discount for all UNH
students·and faculty
Just bring in your prescription or let us copy it ·
,
.
from your eyeglasses.

AO Soft C~ntact Lenses

s195.

Complete .

-749-2094
466 Central Ave.
_UPPER SQUARE, DOVER. N.H.

We're on the Kari-Van line!! ·
•Does not include soles or contact lenses
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Portraits for the
1980 yearbok
are being taken
this semester only!
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5x7 color
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groups, they would be asked to
move inside,'' he said.

"Reports are that Hampton
police are being a bit overzealous
in their dealings with the students
there," Gallo said. "The police
seem to be dealing with the
students in the same way they ·
deal with the summer tourists.
"From what I hear, the Chief of
Police in Hampton is the Buford
Pusser type. He's convinced that
the skull-busting approach is the
right way to deal with the
problem. I among many,
disagree."

· T-Shirts'
~r.

Atlantic · Motel seem · to be
working out quite well," Gallo
said.
If the students did take any
legal action and had a good case,
the University would stand
behind them,'' Gallo said.
"Mr. McNeill advised us to
stand up for our rights, if the
police show up again,'' Stirk said.
"Next time we won't back
down."

"Students moving from a campus situation to a community-situation have got to learn to adjust," Mark said. "We expected
to have problems with these
college students."
Mark said the porch incidents
were routine. "Of course when
people

j
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We have movedfrom our
Main Street Store I
O.ur new location is at: ,
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Surcharge

MARGARET BARTLETT'

-Fornier Manager
Great Expectations

@utling

I REHOUSE

@halei

·Restaurant a.n:.d ·
Lounge

·•PRECISION HAIRCUTTING •

Welcome back special thru Oct.
with UNH 1.D. 's
. Phone: (603).659-2943.
Mitchell Road
Nottingham, N.H.
Tues. - Fri.

Hairstyling $8, reg. $10

1 Orchard St., Dover, N.H.,
749-3636

Turn nght at si~

2 miles 125 South

Lee Traffic Circle,

Dining room 11 am to 10 pm
Lounge 11 am until legal

WHITE

OPEN7DAYS

MOUNTAIN

Enjoy fine food, drink
and entertainment in the company
of good friends.

EXPRESS

Friday, October 12
and
Saturday, October 13
8:30 p.m.

Sunday football crowd
free hors d'ourves l-4p.m.

M

Entertainment
Fri. & Sat. 10/ 12-13: Overdue (rock and folk)
*Dancing•
Wed 10/17: Tim Gurshin (folk)
Thurs. 10/18: Russell, Rice and friends (folk)

WILDWOOD LOUNGE
NEW ENGLAND CENTER

0385?;

Liquor License - Dancin ·_Concerts

FRIDAY-SATURDAY OCT.12-13
and the

nations are going to do to you."
Greg Borden, Council chairman for Budget Administration
to the Student Senate, said the
university Board of Trustees will
hear the matter.
"The Board of Trustees has
final say on what goes on the
tuition bill,'' Borden said.
Poulton said the entire Board
will be reviewing the final proe<]S!l~ by R~.O&M.
''To the best of my knowledge,
the money is going directly to
heating fuel and electricity,"
Poulton said.
"We don't co-mingle funds."
Revenue
for
residential
buildings is not used to fund the
dining halls or academic
buildings, ho said.
Chairman of the Board of
Trustees Richard Morse, said he
believed that the power had been
given to the Finance & Budget

Pc~~~~~:~;~~~~a~o~~dw~s ~~t

Don'tsay goodbye
tosummer. ..

.ITMIE eHIR•

EDDIE SHAW

continued frQm page 1

~
aware of the projected
increase.
Speaking as a member of
student Government and as a
consumer, SBP Cox said, the
: O:UJyGcutoi~B
state should take more of an inn ......... ~n&adMJ
terest in its funding of higher
uc:a vc:u..aooi~
education.
"Enjoy yourselves m our sister
"It's time we, as a system,
restaurant
start to ask more of the state," he
Suzelle's Rt.16 Somersworth
said. "We want to be with heat
~i:.~' this winter. Students, however,
Wli!fii,.Mii:i"~t..wt;t.~i811Cll"IPiC"!PIP••
should not have to pay for the
energy crisis."
If the Board doesn't accept the
increase, said Carol Bishoff,
director of Residential Life, the
students would inevitably pay for
it in increased room prices.
"Some money from the state is
better than no money at all," Cox
said. "But New Hampshire is last
in state funding for higher
education.
"The Board of Trustees is in no
position to say anything like
that," he said.
Both Cox and student Trustee
I~n Wilson agree that the
question of the surcharge should
go before the whole Board for acceptance, not just to committee.
Wilson added that Trustee Richard Horan is trying to keep
next semester's surcharge under
the present surcharge of $23.
The · issue is bigger than the
surcharge," Cox said. "I'm

Strafford A venue
. Durham, N.H.

NEWMARKET, N.H.
(603) 659-6321

0

free hors d'ourves 7-lOp.m.

at the

· ON ZION'S.HILi

d
ghtf00 th 11
on ay ni
a gang

SURCHARGE

WOLF°'ANG

Former back-up band for Howlin' Wolf
Music starts at 9 p.m.-$2.00 cover
Sundav. _Oct. 14.J.:1_1_ o.m.

DEVON SQUARE

talking about the whole issue of

Plus: Jeff Rice $2.00 cover

state funding to higher
education."
UNH recieves no state funding
for residence halls, Carol Bishoff
said.
Residential Life reserve funds
are very low, Bishoff said.
"We have just paid off $470,000
worth of delayed fuel bills."
"It's against the law for the
state to pay for the increasinl!
energy costs at the university,"
Chancellor of the University and
Trustee Bruce Poulton said.

Comiflg.Oct. 21

NORMAN amt NANCY BLAKE

58y hello to the fall and to
friends. Come back together
with style. Have a precision
haircut shaped especially for
you and look your greatest
this fall.
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* STEREO CLEARANCE HOUSE *•
* HAS
LOWEST STEREO
•
PRICES

,.

ROBIN WILLIAMS, STAR OF "MORK lk. MINDY"
IN HIS FIRST SCREEN ROLE
CAN I DO IT... TIL I NEED GLASSES?
215 355 720 910

"'Pioneer 5 x 780 receiver $259
Technlcs SLD2 turntable $109
Aka! G?CC706D cassette deck $159

*

•*

Newington Mall
Newington, N.H.

i*'

•

*

*
*
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Our Fre~ Catalog has many more deals on
ma1or brands, even lower prices on our
it monthly specials sheet. Send now and find
~ut how to buy current $7.98 list lp's for
$3.69. Stereo Clearance House Dept CH68
1029 Jacoby St., Johnstown, Pa. 15902.
it Phone Quotes 814-536-1611

*
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socialisID
~

SPEECH
continued from page 3
There is not one socialist
revolution that is not standing on
a pile of corpses.''
Ginzburg, who took on his
mothers name in defiance of
Stalin's anti-semitixm, is no
stranger to the oppressiveness of
1940.

tho Soviot socialist rogimo. Con
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e
e

•
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MEL BROOK'S

: ~~c~· · "THE PRODUCERS"

victed three times for disrupting •
activity, his most recept sentencing in 1978 of eight years of hard :
labor and two years in exile, was
for anti-Soviet "agitation and
propaganda." He was. a ~ember
of the so-called Helsmk1 group,
aimed at revealing noncompli- *
ance bythe Soviet Union with the
human rights accord of the
Helsinki agreement between 35
European nations.
Ginzburg was swapped last
April, along with four other
dissidents, for two Soviet spies
convicted in the United States for
espionage. Though this was the
first such exchange of Soviet
citizens not involving U.S.
citizens, Ginzburg sees little
value in it as a symbolic gesture.
"How can I call that
liberalization when an 80 year old
Seventh Day Adventist,'' was just
sentenced to 5 years in prison.
Ginzburg summed up religion
in the USSR, the title of his talk,
in one word: "Tragic."
"Religion cannot exist under
circumstances in which you cannot teach your kids."
This always hapens under any
socialism, he said, but the
"miracle" is that religion,
without anything but "word of
mouth" has survived. "It is the
only real force in that country on
which we can rely,'' he said.
During a question and answer
period which followed the hour
speech, Ginzburg said, "The fact
that the Pope elected was Polish
was a miracle" that bespeaks of
the strength of religion in
socialist countries.
Ginzburg also expressed a
distrust of the Soviets in complying with the SALT II treaty
and, he likened the Moscow
Olympics of 1980 to the Olympics
that were held in Hitler-Germany
1936.
in .
in 1936.
And on the media in USSR, the
Soviet dissident said "the advantage of newspapers over radio in
the Soviet Union is that you cannot wrap pickled herring in a
radio."
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EVERYWEDNESDAYIS$1.00Night!
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7:00&.9:00
SR S $1.50
17 &. UNDER $1.50

:CNU-te
436-5710

; 01Al
INTOWN PORTSMOUlH

DISCOUNT
PRICES

6:30 & 8:45

ADULTS $1.50-FAMI LY $3.00
17 AND UNDER $1.00
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"The Muppet Movie"
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editorial s

A serious charge
Charges came to light this week that Hampton
police allegedly are hatassing students living at the
Atlantic Motel there.
This is a serious charge.
The students claim police have verbally abused
th~m, threatened them and entered a room
without a warrant. If this is the case, it's time for
the University, backed by the state of New Hampshire, co look tmo what·s happening at Hampton.
Dorms have been jokingly referred to as jails,
but this is carrying the analogy too far. No one
should have to fear that if they are in a group a
policeman may come by and order them to break

it up.
Acting Hampton Police Chief Robert Mark said
in an interview this week, "Students moving from
a campus situation to a community situation have
got to learn to adjust. We expected to have
problems with these college students."
Anyone who is expecting problems, usually
finds them.
Mark says the students have to learn to adjust
to a community situation. Granted. But is part of
the community situation having a policeman tell ·
you, "I don't give a shit. You students are going to
have to learn the hard way."7
This was allegedly uttered after a stud~nt police

confrontation when a student said to police, "We
have rights<'
This is .a situation that bears watching closely.
It's bad enough that these students were sent out
to a motel in Hampton, they shouldn't have to
face police harrassment.

If the charges are true, and the harassment continues, the University should pursue legal action.
That's a little piece of our University out there in
Hampton, and the students living there should
only have to worry about exams, not abuse from
the local police.

letters

Nukes

r

To the Editor:
Very good coverage of the 10 October Seabrook Nuke confrontation.
They club reporters because news
reporters and photographers develop
documentary or pictorial evidence.
That answers that question. Most students and/or anti-nuke people do not
know all the reasons for official acts.
•
This may help.
Why do police remove their 'identification badges? Again, to prevent
indentification. Note, also, that police
tend to wear headgear which seems to
mask their faces. From the above it is
apparent that the purpose is to prevent
victims of police or military action
from proving in a court of law that a
certain individual committed an injury to another individual.
Our legal system requires presentation of evidence before a judge or
jury. Absent such evidence a Clubbed
reporter, for example, cannot hope to
prove his complaint is genuine in a
court. Likewise, in death cases.

tlcuJarly try to get rid of reporters and
Photographs and tape recordings of
photographers-by clubbing them and
police or military actions in an event
destroying the evidence. This should
such as the October 6th to 8th Seabrook
be contested in court, of course.
affair are, when combined in a court
KarlF. Grunert, Jr.
presentation, excellent evidence.
Thus, police and soldiers r~move identification badges not so much to avoid
losing them in the action, as to prevent
later legal action against them and/or
'
higher state officials.
In this case the officials would include Mr. Rath, the state Attorney
General, who is an appointee of former
Governor Thomson.
The above tactics by official agents
would seem to justify the recent
refusal by nuclear protestors to give
their names and addresses. As the antinuclear people grow in numbers the
problan of "Who will bell the cat?" To the Editor:
Nuclear Power Plants are built betbecomes more apparent. But it is
evident that the deaths of students at ter than Jane Fonda,
Nuclear Power Plants are safer than
Kent State were not in vain.
The police and military at Seabrook . Ted Kennedy's car
More nukes less kooks,
on 6 October would.certainly have felt
More Nuclear Power Plants, less
. unrestrained from shooting into the
mass of kids-except for the legal marijuana plants.
These ludicrous statements seem to
ramifications that followed the Kent
State shooting of innocent students. As typify the mentality of pro-nuclear acconfrontations continue at nuclear tivists. Are these irrelevent complants, students should consider the parisons being used because the real
facts are non-supportive? . I am perlegal aspects.
Police generally will not shoot . sonally offended by this base method
protestors if they will be later found of appeal which is being displayed on
posters at various locations on cam~il~y ~ court. So it is that they par-

Nukes
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pus.
of $14,000 per mile of 4' paved breakdown lane, which is the current HighI myself am more inclined to take
way Department policy for intercity
seriously the quote by Gregory Minor,
roads. This minimum figure would not
former manager of Advanced Control
cover extra needed fill or granite
for General Electric who said:
blasting; this basic cost estimate may
"My reason for leaving (General
Electric) is a deep conviction that well have doubled in 1979.
However funds could go further on
nuclear reactors and nuclear weapons
narrower bikelanes for town roads,
now present a serious danger for the
where traffic is slower.
future of all life on this planet.''
We are hopeful that the sewer study
This type of statement is more apt to
warrent my consideration, although for Mill Rd. will be completed soon so
that one mile of bikelanes on Mill Rd.
that's not to say your "logic" wouldn't
can be constructed next summer.
be successful in an elementary school
Second, anyone riding 108 to
playground. To insure that you sign
Newmarket is aware that there is not
makers, to whom this letter is addressed, understand the point I'm · even minimum shoulder in many
trying to make, I might rephrase it places. The Highway Dept. has put
this way:
improvements on this most hazardous
road several years off, due to insufThose for nuclear power plants,
ficient funds, despite state legislation
wear their brains in their pants.
requiring that bikelanes be built
Nancy A. Lawton
whenever a state road is "constructed
or reconstructed."
Third, progress on providing for
these alternate forms of transportation will be slow unless YOU request
,
your Senators and Representatives to
support LEGISLATION AND FUNBUSES,
TRAINS,
DING for
BIKEWAYS and FOOTPATHS in a
society which nearly lost these options
as we have become more and more
dependent on the private family gas
guzzler; and unless we all make an effort to overcome this dependency.
Cicely Buckley
Kate Glanz
Citizens for Alternate Transportation
To the Editor:
The need for bikelanes, sidewalks
and footpaths along Durham roads is
still urgent, especially where there is
inadequate shoulder and the conflict
between pedestrian, biking and motor
traffic is the greatest. Madbury Rd.,
Mill Rd. and Mill Pond Rd., where
many children bike to town or to the
Parks and commuters travel from
surrounding towns, and Coe Drive to
the high school, are still priorities for
such improvements, as part of a plan
for continuous traffic flow to both town
To the Editor:
and university.
What's happening with the toilet
We would like to clarify a few points
seat covers in the men's room nearest
in your article of 9/25. First, with 70
the MUB cafeteria? Is their absence
percent of highway funds available to
some form of discrimination?
match our $4000.00 raised on bikerides
since '76, only one mile of shoulders Where will I read my newspaper?
could be paved at the '76 cost estimate
George Newton

Bikes

Seats

ahont letters
New Hampshire accepts all responsible letters to the editor
. and _prints them as space allows, but cannot guarantee the in·
clusion of any letter.
All _letters must be typed, double spaced and a maximum of 500
. w~~ds in prder t~ ~e printed. All letters are subjected to minor
editmg. Fmal dec1s1ons on letters are the editor's.
Mail letters to: The Editor, The New Hampshire Room 151
'
Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824 '
The
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Ginzburg' s speech ·was disturbing
As the UNH audience gave a standing ovation
to Soviet dissident Alexander Ginzburg after his
Tuesday night speech, the reception of the speech
was as surprising as the content was disturbing.
Certainly Ginzburg, who is the product of forces
and experiences mercifully alien to the life of
American college students, is entitled to respect.
But after an audience had just been told that the
change in its country's foreign policy represented
by withdrawal from the Vietnam war was causing
millions of deaths abroad, I expected a response
more subdued.
When laughter greeted Ginzburg' s comment on
the advance of "the red color" on the map, I wondered if American students were really finding the
political philosophy of this self-proclaimed "ultraright reactionary" compatible with their own.
I don't think so. General student opposition to
the Vietnam war was, after all, quite recent.
Had Ginzburg' s audience been more critical, I
think it would have found his speech less amusing.
The speech was puzzling. Ginzburg's circuitous
presentation of his clearly political message
always seemed to leave its final definition to the

audience.
The Soviet regime is murderous and oppressive.
The United States government is supporting the
Soviet regime with trade and technology. The US
government is concluding treaties with the Soviet
regime that the Soviets will violate. The Soviet
troops in Cuba are a threa.t to the US". American
foreign policy is responsible for millions of deaths
abroad and the spread of Soviet power.
These are thP fr)p;:ic; th::1t emeraed from Cin
zburg' s speech and in an earlier meeting with UNH
Russian students. They are basic to his vision of
present political realities. Since he declined to offer advice on US foreign policy, the intent of Ginzburg's repeated emphasis of these points was apparently to enlighten.
In explicit criticism of the US withdrawal from
Vietnam, Ginzburg cited as critical in the decision
an American unwillingness to fight. In the
question and answer session following the speech,
Ginzburg said the Americans wish to avoid a war
made the prospect ofwar between the us and the
Soviet Union doubtful. But Ginzburg's observations read a~ criticism, not praise.

And Ginzburg' s suggestion of a massive infiltration of bible-toting American youth into Russia
on an ill-defined mission of good-will was so impractical and ambiguous that it seemed to invite
disregard.
Somehow Ginzburg didn't have the manner of a
man who was rallying American forces behind the
ideological movement he described. Instead, Ginzburg' s "youth movement" seemed like a foil to
redirect- hie audience'~ o.l:lcnliun lu

che points of

political substance in his speech.
There was something unsettling too about Ginzburg' s quick, often evasive answers to questions
from the audience. His repeated assertion thc;it
Americans had only to test the truth of the Soviet
dissidents' vision to confirm it seemed to imply a
nationwide failure of analytical ability in
America. In his imprecise and often uninterested
responses Ginzburg reflected that judgment.
The UNH audience, sincere and eager to please,
might have kept a more critical distance from the
ideas of a man whose rejection of the Soviet
regime didn't imply a sympathy with their own
beliefs.

1980 Writer's Market From sand to Salarnandra

has all the answers
1980 Writer's Market, edited
by William Brohau~h. Price
$14.95 from Writers Digest
Books.
By Dana Jennings
Here in the minor leagues of
writing, the writer toils diligently
to master his craft. Sharp leads,
grammar mastery, and strong
point of view are among the
many tools a writer needs at his
disposal.
Usually what the young writer
misses is the wit and wisdom of
some old grizzled veteran writer
who points the minor league
writer in the !ight direction
towards the BIJ~s. The 1980

Writer's arket doesn't wear a
baseball ca with a capital W, but
it does off writers tips, encouragement and leads about
professional w 'ting.
The book covers 4500 available
markets in fiction, non-fiction,
poetry, playwrighting, and other
related
writing
fields.
Everything from Accent to Zip
Magatine is described.
And squeezed in amidst the
market surveys are about a half
dozen articles aimed at the
beginning
and
professional
writer.
WRITERS page 15
'

tricate pattern of blue strands.
The next piece, one of the last
of the day, is to be a_, vase. But
breaking it off the pipe it cracks
halfway down the neck. Cirocco
is suddenly quiet, and pushes the
·piece into the glory hole. At 2209
degrees, the broken vase disap-

GLASS

_ continued from page 12
off the end of the pipe and
lowered into the annealing ovenset at a more reasonable 1000
degrees--to cool down gradually
to room temperature.
''The stresses of cooling in the
open air would be too much for
the glass,'' Cirocco explained.

MER. IL' s SU.BS

"The inside of the piece would ***************************· *****~cool downand
more
slowly warp
than the
outside,
it would
or
shatter. Coming down in temperature is a lot like scuba
~~ig:~Js~~ have to watch ~ut for ; SPECIALS FEATURED DAILY (Example: ~

***
*

"There's a lot happening in ~
Portsmouth in the arts. There's
an :1wru1 lot of neople makine *-xtheir living in crafts."
But Cirocco is not getting rich,
not yet.

m~:e~~ew~~~.tld,~i~~s~T~~~~,~~

;

**

seen a lot of other peoples' stuff
from around the country, and
some of them are getting $400 for *~
a piece we'd get $150 for.
"Our overhead is amazing, just
amazing,'' Cirocco said. "Our
gas bill (for the furnaces) rlll\S > ~
about $1000 a month. Our
overhead runs about ten ' ~
thousand a month. Chemical
prices have gone up incredibly.
~~~r:e~i}fe barium are really ex- ~
Back at the ovens, Cirocco
spins ~mt a rondel on the end of a

*

***..
*
** '

Tuna Fish sub for $1.25

*
**

on Friday nights. - .

**

~

OR Pick ANY OTHER sub from the
extended nienu (All guaranteed

~/
delicious'' and from the hours of 9·11 PM***
. recieve. a FREE bag of chips **
HOURS 9 pm• 1 :30 am MON•THURS
9 pm- 2 :30 am FRI -SAT
:

**
**

LOCATl9N: ON PETT~E BROOK
AT SCORPIOS

*
** ·
**
*
~
*
~
~

********* ******** *** *** *** *** ~·
*-·*·*
·

~l~wpipe, s~o~

Writer's Market is the definitive guide for all would-be writers.

pears in three, perhaps foUJ,"
seconds.
Cirocco turns around, and
seeing that he has been observed
in his moment of pique, shrugs
and smiles.
"Another s~venty bucks down
the drain, huh?"

·-~

a reporter
It IS done. toThis time
the blobhow
of
glass becomes an orange,
Frisbee-shaped disc with an in-

(Jonathan Blake photo)

Announcing
-

-

~

-

The New Hampshire short-short story contest
. Open to all underg-raduate Students. at UNH. One story per
entrant, with a .maxim.um length of six pages. All stories must
be ty_p ed, double-spaced, and mailed to .Fiction Conte·st, c/o
,

The New Hampshire, Rm 1 51,- MUB, --University of New
Hampshire, DUi'harn,
NH 03824. Entries brought to The New
,,

Hampshire office will ~ot be.accepted. Stories will be returned
only if accompa!1ied by a self-addressed stamped envelope. · .
Deadline ·for stories is Dec. 10. The winner will be printed in
the feature pages of the first issue of second semester.
Entries will be iudged by members of The New Hampshire
staff and the English Dept. Judges' decisions will be final.
Remember, all entries must be m.a iled.
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UN H Celebrity Series

BUSINESS
INDEPENDENT STUDY
PROGRAM

Memorial Union Durham, NH 03824
Telephone: (603) 862-2290. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. weekdays.
David Syrotiak's

National Marionette ·
Theatre
-a new perspective for an ancient art form. The National
Marionette Theatre's adult performances are not "kiddy
shows" but rather elaborate and sophisticated adult theatre
Adult performance

8p.m. Friday, October 26

General public S6.50
UNH stud~nh, Senior Citizens S4.50 in advance

Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center

Cool~Aid

......

•

COOL-AID
continued from page 1_

The Budget and Administration Council of the
Student Senate is sponsoring an independent study
program to examine the UNH operating budget. The
study will be a comparative statistics program of
UNH compared with those of other New England
universities and will utilize the University computer
system.
.
If you are a Junior or Senior and majoring in the .
Business Statistics field, and interested in doing this
study, please call Greg Bordon at the Student Senate
Office (868-1494) or at home (868-2_603).

a new student organization
recognized by the Senate and
Stud~nt Activities but not by the
rest of the University." ~grulloni
said.
The cr1s1s center's recent
training program w.ill add 27 new
members to the experienced staff
of nine. In full operation, the center has provided service from 6
p.m. to 2 a.m. on weeknights and
24 hour assistance on weekends.
Cool-Aid handled 446 assistance
calls last semester averaging
three calls per night. Sgrulloni
expects to double Cool-Aid's
volume this year when full
operation is achieved.

---c]assified a d s - - - cars for sale
Classic '66 Ford Falrlane (~89). only 21,000
original miles. Stored In Florida garage for
last 8 years. Asking $2,000. Can 659·2705
10/26
For Sale: 1973 Toyota Corolla. Runs well but
needs body work. Gets good gas mileage.
Asking $500. Call 868-5338, Ask for Chris.
10/12
1974 Toyota Corolla Wagon $800.00 or best
offer. Good gas mileage! 868·1399 and ask
for Bob. 10/19
V.W. 73 Bug. Semi-automatic new tires. Very
good condition. Asking $110 or BO. Call
Hakam-868-9667 10/12
For Sale:1973 2 door Datsum. Good condition, good mileage. Call 868-7525. 10/16
1972 Pinto, recently Inspected, reliable.
$200 659-2938 10/19
1973 Toyota Celica 4 ·cyl. autom., low
mileage, excellent condition, no rust, FM
sf9reo. Good gas mileage, must sell,
moving. $2400. Call 772-211310/19
For Sale-1971 VW Squareback. Runs well,
radials, reg. gas, but lots of rust. $589 Paul
659-3233.10/i6
76 Pontiac Sunblrd Coup-Automatic transmission, air conditioned, AM/FM radio,
power steering, power brakes, no rust, new
tires, tuneup, runs great. Black w/ red Inter·
tor, $2550. call 429-0937, 889·5866, 742·
1496.10/19
1967 Ford Bronco 4 Wheel Drive, good condition. $1,100. Win Watson Zoology Dept.
862·2100 ext. 1629. 10/12
For Sale-Tlres-2 Lee GT belted. G79X15
mounted. Excellent condition. Best offer.
Call Sandra Paradie 868·9754. 10/19
For Sale-VW engine-completely rebuilt. No
miles on It. Ready to go. Fits all. $300. Call .
Jeff (207)439-3756 collect after 5. 10/19
'72 Super Beetle; std. shift; body like new
condition, seriously. New shocks, runs great,
low mileage, good on gas, $1750. can 659·
.5 4§4or2·f556.10/12
.

help wanted
Money Problems? Avon can help you.
Representatives needed(male or female) In
Durham-Lee-Dover. Earn 40 percent commission plus benefits. Phone Gen. Smith 742·
6666.10/30
NEEDED:Brownle Leaders.. .flnd out how girl
scouting can be an Interesting part of your
life. Be a leader for a local Brownle Troop.
Contact Pat Fisk, Community Cordlnate,
659·3956.10/12
Earn as much as $500per1000 stuffing envelopes with our circulars. For Information:
Pentax Enterprise NH Box 1158 Middletown
Ohio 45042. 10/30
Help Wanted-Hosts and Hostesses. Apply In
Person at Firehouse 1, 1 Orchard St. Dover.
SeeJlmKatt.10/12
PART TIME OR FULL TIME BUSINESS
ANALYST(Management Trainee). Aggressive
Individuals for entry level management
positions In Portsmouth, Dover areas. Good
background In business and communicative abilities required, In servicing
local businesses. Complete training
provided. Commission program, base, and
beneftts, BDI Business Services, P.O. Box
3294, Nashua, NH 03061, 429·0987.11/2
Housework. 3.50 per hour, 3 or 4 hours a
day, 3 days a week. Mornings or afternoons. Own transportation or will pick up In
Newmarket. Ms. Cheryl Roe, Grant Rd.
Newmarket. 659·5257.10/16
Overseas Jobs-Summer/year round.
Europe, South America, Australia, Asia, etc.
All fields $500-1,200 monthly expenses paid.
sightseeing, free Information. Write IJC Box
52·45Corona1?el Mar, CA 92625. 11/2
MENl-WOMENI JOBS ON SHIPSI American.
Foreign. No experience required. Excellent
pay. Worldwide travel. Summer Job or
career. Send $3.00 for Information. SEAFAX,
Dept. G-1 OBox 2049, Port Angeles,
Washington 98362. 12/14

WANTED-Work/Study student Interested In
job as Watchman at the Jackson Lab.,
Adams Point, Durham. Work Evenings 15-18
hours per week. Immediate opening. Call
862-2175. 10/16

ONE OR TWO WORK-STUDY STUDENTS needed
to assist in German 401 course. Good
knowledge of German required. Please see
Professor Denis Sweet, Room 11, Murkland
Hall, If Interested. 10/ 16

·' for Tom Waits concert
Stage crew wanted
Monday, Oct. 29th (all-day). see Chris Mott
In the Muso Office, Rm. 148, MUB. 10/12

Summer Employment. Spend June in
Durham helping freshmen and enjoying
many benefits. Pick up applications for the
Freshmen Orientation Staff at the Dean of
Students Office upstairs In Huddleston Hall.
Application deadline Oct. 17. 10/16
Good Pay-Short Hours. Waltpersons-CooksBuspersons. Will Train 964-8080 for Appolntment. 10/19.

lost and found
Reward-to anyone returning a sliver cuff
bracelel lost In the New England Center
restaurant ladles room-great sentimental
value-call Rose 868-5954.10/19
Found: one orange tabby cat, mal~. approximately 4 months old. If Ifs yours, or you
know who the owner is, please call Maureen
at2·1607.10/12
GENEROUS REWARD for return of our cat. Lost
Oct 5 near Middle St. Portsmouth. Nutured
male, 4 yrs. old. Beige with brown points
and mask (some white), blue eyes (1/z
Siamese). Call John or Laurie at 431-5598 or
Laurie at 862-1746 (days). 10/12
Lost: blind Collie 9/25 Exeter may be
heading for Durham. "Shawn" aDULT MALE
LOOKS LIKE Lassie. Hold to prevent aimless
wandering .
Contact: . SPCA
772·
2921/Durham 868-1245/Paul 436-3500 10/23

wanted
Wanted: Two tickets to see Robert Palmer.
~~~:a9f: ~g/~~tlable. Call Pete at 2·1637
CAMERAS:We are bu.ylng good used SLR
cameras; Rivers Camera Shop 464 Central
Ave., Dover 742-7783. 10/19
MaRSHALLS WANTED FOR Tom Walts concerti
The concert Is Oct. 29-lf Interested contact
Eileen In the MUSO office 862·1485, or signup on MUSO door (Rm 148). 10/12 ·

for rent
Two bedroom Apt. for rent In Dover 230/mo.
available Oct. 6, On Karl-van rt. Cail 742·
1221.10/9

- - - - - - - -- - - -- -- '
Wanted: Person to share large furnished
apartment In Somersworth, with two males,
own.private bedroom. Daytime phone: 742·
1914. Evening phone: 692-5646. Ask for
John.10/16

for sale
Snow Tires. Goodyear GR 78 x 15 Studs, 500
miles, $50.00. Beds, dressers, like new 664·
9529.10/12
For Sale-Kestle RX lk Kestle RS ski (190 Ins.)
never used $260 value ask $175, Klolche
boots, Foam Flo, never used size 7 lk 11 $100
pr. Call 868·1288 Artie 10/23
Stereo equipment galorel Small advent
loudspeakers $90/pr. Epl 100 loudspeakers
$100/pr. Pioneer receivers, Onkyo TX 2500
receiver like new $225.00 or 6.0 Techlcs SL
1900 direct drive automatic turntable S100.
Other equipment avallable. Many sizes,
many models:Call In POrtsmouth 431-1017.
10/16
For Sale: Sony STRY800 40W/CH receiver
$300, B.l.C. Venturi _Formula 5 speakers $400
pr. 659-591310/16
Patchwork Quilt, 6ft. X 6V2ft., hand-sewn,
made In Georgia, $125.00, Call Carol
Shriner, 862·2130 weekdays.10112
Extensive Bibliography For Sale: on
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor 12/7/41;
Included reference books, New York Times,
periodicals and more; over 400 sources;
hours of research done for you! Atention
history majors! Only $5.00, Isn't your time
worth more than that? Call Martha 749-4035.
10/26
For Sale-Kestle RX lk Kestle RS ski. (190 "a)
never used $260 value
Marantz power · amplifier 125 watts RMS
channel $250. BIC T·2 two speed cassette
deck, brand new list $375, sell $270. K/H 331
loud speakers 2 way $170 pr. Nick Sawyer
201 2·1128. 10/19
Memphi~

Electric Bass, new in July w/case,
~~~~· picks. $165. 862-3292 ask for Dave
$120 Demian Suede leather coat. worn
about 5 times. Asking $80. Call Rick at 659·
.6383. 10/12

Banana Equlp.·zlpfront taslan GORE- ~EX
rain parka, size L, only 3 months ols, hsts
$95.00 will sell for $80.00. Call 868-1259 after
6.10/26

Nick, Happy Blrthday._'.y9w, the big 2·1.
Let's get together sometime ·-soon and
celebrate. How does the middle of December sound? Love, Peaches 10/12
Paul -M. from TKE, can we borrow your
leather jacket some time??? 10/12

For Sale: 100°/ 0 wool hand-knitted navy 8l
oft-white Norwegian cardigan. Size 10 with
a longer sleeves and waist length. Never
been worn, nice and warm. Worth $60,
asking $35. Contact Jamey, rm. 226, 868·
9780 or 2-1642. 10/19

For sale: Two pr. Frye boots-like new-men's
9, women's 7. One neutral color area ruggood condltion-6' x 10'. Assorted window
shades & curtain rods. Call 868-5727. 10/16.

For Sale: Hockey skates: CCM Tacks Men's,
size 7, $40, 868-2296. 10/12
Accustlc Guitar. I need a new home as I am
unappreciated In my present situation. Mar·
tin D-18. Excellent condition. $500 or B.O.
(207)429-3415. Deb Stevens, P.O. Box 2, Por·
tsmouth. 10/19
Racing Bicycle; 231/z Raleigh International;
Renyolds 531 Double Butted; Campy
cranks, pedals, chalnwheels, derailleurs,
hubs, wheels; TTT stem lk handlebars; dla·
compe brakes; needs paint; good invest·
ments; $300. Paul, 52"8 Babcock,· 868-9887
10/19
Needed: 1 roommate to share a 2-bedroom
Apt. In· Newmarket-Pulaski Dr. Call 659-2508.
Prefer non-smoker. Seml-furnlshed.10/19
D2 speakers $350, ~loneer SX_·~~Q
receiver 200 or BO (both new) 868-2668 •
Dave 10/16

OHM

KLH 331 2 way loudspeakers $70.00 for the
pair. Nick KacasSawyer201 2-112810/19

services
TYPING IBM Selectric 22 yrs. exp. Dlsser·
tations, reports, resumes, theses. 749-2692
10/26
Snowplow avallable for hire for driveways
and small lots in Durham and Newmarket.
Rates given on request. Call 659-2944.10/26
PASSPORT PHOTOS-Instant Color Passport
Photos-ready In minutes. Call 742-4211 for
appointment. RICHARDSON PHOTOGRAPHIC
SERVICE, TEN SECOND STREET, YE OLDE COURT
HOUSE, DOVER.12/14
TYPING-Retired secretary. Experienced In all
types of term papers, also novels, short
stories, articles, etc. Reasonable ratesPrompt service. Located within walking
distance to UNH. 868-7078 Anita, 20 Park
Court, Durham. 10/26
Mending Done-seams, patches, zippers,
buttons, hemming lk hand work. Call Rose
orMary868·7342.10/2
Professional Typing at Its best by University
Secretarial Associates. IBM Selectric,
choice of stvle. pitch; grammar, punctuation, spelling corrected. Reasonable
rates for superior quality. Diana Schuman,
742·4858.10/19
Master Interior House Painter. 31 yr. old Parttime student(UNH, Agriculture) offers you his
considerable experience. Call Peter C.
Michaud, 436-7911 Anytime. Leave a
message for prompt reply. Thank you. 10/26

personals
DON'T GET PSYCHED OUT BY MIDTERM EXAMSI
"Exam Strategies Workshop" conducted by
Dani Duby and Donna Laliberte of the
Freshamn Learning Center will be held In
the Durham Room, MUB 12:30-1:30, Oct. 16.
, Bring a brown bag lunch and beverages
will be provided.
.
Help Incoming freshmen and enjoy many
benefits. Applications are now being ac·
cepted for the Freshman orientation staff.
Pick one up at the Dean of Students Office
In Huddleston Hall. Deadline for Ap·
plicatlons Is Oct. 17. 10/16
Tired of the KLA? and those rainy nights
walking In the rain? Instead of pissing your
money away, get four friends together and
win against another team. COLLEGE BOWL is
herelll 10/12
Attention Graduating Seniors-Here's an Informal opportunity to discuss a career in
Retail Management. Talk with UNH
Graduates at Various Stages of OSCO
Management.10/16
Looking for people to join carpool going to
Concord on Tues. and Thurs., hours
flexible. Call Dave, 749-4847 .

Sigma Nu Pledges-You guys are the balls!
Get psyched for a great semester. The
brothers of Sigma Nu. 10/12
Linda Williams-You can stay and study; I've
got to gooooool Thanks for the great
weekend. Love always, DG. 10/12
The Parapsychology Club Is presenting a
lecture series on Psychic Phenomena by
Lawrence Sands of the Portsmouth, Psychic
Center. Oct. 16, 8:00 p.m. In the forum room
of llbrary-fveryone Is welcome! 10/16

This is only the beginning ... Kathy H., Lauren,
Kathy M., Beth F., Deb S., Meridith, Claire,
Marianne, Deb J., Beth 0., Liz, Deb M., "E".
We're psyched for you all. Love your DZ
sisters! 10112
Looking for people to join carpool going to
Concord on Tues. and Thurs., hours
flexible. Call Dave, 749-4847.
P • Happy Birthday! Let's get together and
celebrate soon. I've got the apricot brandy,
or is It Mateus? Love N. 10/9
Fran-Please forgive mel I know I've been
bad but it's hard to break all my bad habits
at oncel I promise to be good. (I'll try real
hard! (I miss youl) A. 10/12

Paul Keegenl What's new in D.C? You
missed a great lecture on subliminal seduction on Monday. You and Mlnlgan would
have loved It. G.M.10/12

HEYi Chickenl HI, it's me again, friend of the
Eat my shorts and die (so I can
have your room). If you look out for Invisible
glass and flying zucchini, I'll stay away from
the SSC hill. "Let me say no more." FOTC
10/12

Congrats Pledges-Ifs truly stated that when
all's said and done, a SIGMA NU man Is
Number One! 10/12

Stage crew wanted for Tom Waits Concert
Monday Oct. 29th (all Day) See Chris Mott in
the MUSO Office, rm 148, MUB 10/12

... 184 Washington Street... The refrigerator Is
empty, the cupboards are bare ... can our
heroines survive on ice tea, popcorn, and
chocolate chip ice cream alone???10/12

Applications are now being accepted for
the Freshen Orientation Staff. Pick up applications at the Dean of Students Office
upstairs In Huddleston Hall. Deadline for
<:Jppllcatlons is Oct. 17. 10/ 16

"Name that Newspaper" ... and win a dinner
for two at Horsefeathersl Stop by the Commuter Center Info Desk, Rm 136 In the
MUB.10/16
E. Hardt-3 cheers for Wally-3 stops for the
back of the bus-thumbs out-NO RIDES-field
shortcuts to nowhere-legal beers-7-9 bar
wait-21 in VW-gettlng blue grass blues at
Sister Kate's-How many did we Stowe away
at Baggy Knees-3 a.m. FOLIAGE is best when
you're high In the MTS-SSHHHlll·Sleeplng folk
dances-Great Road trip-first of many-see
you at the first snow-Hitchcock.10/12
To our new PHIS- Karen, Cathy, Debbie,
Wendy, Roxi, Beth, Pam, Sue, Toni, Elissa,
Laurie, and Jennifer-Bids nlte was just the
beginning the best Is yet to come! Love the
Sisters of Phi Mu.10/12
MON PETIT CHAT: C'est la trolseme anniversalre pour nous! Dimanche avec Robert
Palmer, mais, tous la temps avec toi,
j'espere. Je t'adore bea1,1coup.10/12
Patty B.-Vodka and Cranberry juice, Dover
Bowl and Weeks to Rochester and S.H.S. The
cow tipping at 1 :OC> a.m. Wowl It was a fantastic time. You're really super-T.0.10/12
Annie, how are the Wildklttens? We'll tip a
cow next time-"darn" It all- Lefs ride a rabbltt, toss the boys, Ifs gonna be a great
year-yeah!! RJS 10/12
To Mary, Nancy, Jody, Mary Lou, Laurie,
Jane, and Lynnie--You showed us
everything last night! We'.re so proud of all
of you. This Is only the beginning. Get
psyched for great times ahead. We love
you--the sisters of Alpha Chl.10112
Any and all men Interested In trying out for
the UNH 1979 Varsity Wrestling should meet
In the wrestling room In the field house
Monday at 4 p.m. Practice will start officially
Monday and attendance will be kept.
·
SIGMA BETA PLEDGES Hope you had a good
time at Bids Night last night, It only gets better from here on end. Don't get UPENDED,
you'll be having so much fun you won't be
able to sit down for a minute. The Brothers of
Sigma Beta. 10/12
C: Sorry about being Irresponsible on Thursctay. I hope It doesn't affect my "credit." Is
the truce still on? Do I still get my 2 "youknow-whats"? Remember, I'm always ready
~i,~;t cozy. I love you, from the slow one.
Fearsome Foursome: you girls must have a
real hair problem! You use more shaving
cream than all the guys. Lock your doors.
Alls fair In love(NH) and War.10/12
Dearest Whopper, why did you forsake me
for that foreigner. I was always so good to
l~,~- Anyway, Happy Birthday, Love "ED"

2

My Woman-Thanks for the first three-and
hopes for the future, "lfll be alright" Thanks
for being open and honest, which has
allowed us to talk, learn, enjoy, share and
best of all love. Thanks for being there and
understanding when I needed you. Thanks
for the "best ever." Thanks for being you.
You're the best. I love you-whole lunchesyour man.10/12
LESLIE, really Doug the personal very punny.
Forget the 8 X 8, come up wilh a normal
date. S.L.H. 10/12
Lisa-Happy 20th! You're finally LEGAL. It's
about time ...and we're still growing!! Heylet's just go nuts and forget everything. O.K.?
Love, Charlene 10/12
Meg, have the best birthday· ever. Love Ken,
Deb, Deb, Karen, and Jona. 10/9
,

chicken~

Sundance-Happy 20th Birthday, I didn't miss
this one. Remember 9/22/78, Duck N.C.,
hearts, mushrooms, Hunter Mt., expensive
dinners, whales, beautiful eyes, sunsets,
and sunrise on the ocean. I hope you and
Michael are having a great time in Europe. I
love you lots.-Plglef 10/12
Phil-Hope the celebration was all you could
handle and more. Hang In there-only one
year to go. Love and kisses, Becky 10/12
UNH Marching Band: You all were great
Saturday with all your spirit and yelling.
Keep It up and thanks. Love, The
Cheerleaders 10/12
YO BOOMIN "O"I To the best peruvian export and sexiest lady In town: Please don't
leave! You're definitely THE GREATEST! What
about a HOT DATE soon? Love always:X·
BOOMER 10/16
4 for Bridge-Nol Four to go and defend
your dorm, frqt, soror.ltf, or Club. No need to
know how to bid or play cards...though
speaking abilities are necessary. COLLEGE
BOWL Is coming.
Coffee House at St. Thomas Moore Student
Center on Madbury Rd. In Durham Sat. 8:00
p.m. Bring your Instruments, stories or just
your ears. Refreshmentsserved.10/12
Happy Birthday Cindy! We hope you enjoy
your weekend trip to the mountains. From
your friends In the Frasority. 10/12
Interested In helping incoming freshmen?
Pick up an application at the Dean of
Students Office in Huddleston Hall for the
Freshmen Orientation Staff. Deadline for
application lsOct.1710/16
Does anyone want to trade 2 Jethro Tull
Boston Garden tickets for 2 Jethro Tull Portland Civic Center tickets. Portland date
Friday 19th, Boston date Sunday 21st. Call
Roger 742-3647 10116
ATTENTION: All men Interested In wrestling
this year. Practices will begin Monday at
4:00 in the wrestling room of the Field House.
Comereadytowrestle.10/12
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Volleyball

·w edding and Engagement rings
from our hands to yours

VOLLEYBALL

. continued from page 19
'fiie tliird game proved to be!

the "make or break" game as the·
Wildcats lost 4 serves in a row
which ultimately .''killed" the
vo.;ballers, according to Job,
in the 6-15 loss.
Again, the Wildcats showed
that they weren't about to let the
Rams walk away with the match
and won the fourth game 15-12.
The last game the volleyballers
'keot hanging in'. despite the 8-15
sfcorethr.They held thtae t~ms af U:
or
ee serve ro ions in tne
valiant effort.
Tomorrow, the Wildcats with
their 6-8 record, play Brown at
tlie Field House at 1: oo.

W7.r;ter~
,,.. J 11

One Mechanic St. Freeport, Maine
Tel. 207-865-6263

WRITERS

con._tinued from page 13:

The articles deal with how to .-:+::~""='
prepare a manuscript forL:::~:::=~==~~==~::::::=::...u~~~~~~~~~~,.~·~-.~·~~~~~..::::::::~~~~
magazine submission, the rights.
of the writer, and how to write a
query letter to an emtor.
The 1980 Writer's Market is a
i:~valuable asset to all writers. Its
~O
Monday, October 15, 7:30 p.m
comprehendsivet. a nd itifkor!lltativet
_~Cj
Carroll Belknap Room, MUJ3
listings an ar 1c1es ma e 1 mus
~. .)i
~
0
. for any writer who is just beating
S
Speakers will Include:
around the bush leagueso
".
~"'Ov
• C
·1 D di D di
typewriter at hand-without a
~
§'?S
Executive ounc1 or u ey u ey
sense of direction. +~<:Chairwoman of the N .A. Draft Kennedy Org.

STUDENTS FOR KENNEDY
Organizational Meeting.

*'

Ge;-,,,.

··

Rick ....onnson, ttocktngham County Coordinator
New~ Demoaals for Change, 5ulle22
815Bmst.• Mcl'lchestlilr, N.H. 03101 Richard Leoncld,
NanJa, N.H., Treauer. A copv cl cu report Is tied wit\ the Federal Becton Commisllon. and Is available for puchas9from118
FEC, Washington, D.C .. Not authorized by any candidate.

aututnn adventures
l 1:\l\'ERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

HOMECOMING '79
FRIDAY, October 19
8p.m. BONFIREPEPRALLY, MUBHill .
football team , pep band
9 p.m. DANCE, MUB PUB featuring the
sounds of " Hickory" -50 UNH
Homecoming '79 T-Shirts will
be given away during the
evening, beer will be served to
students 20 years of age and
over, but everyone is welcome

SATURDAY, October20

10:30a.m . JUDGINGofDORMDECORATIONS
12_:30p.m. PARADE OF FLOATS, MainStreet to Field House
1:30 p.m . HOMECOMING FOOTBALL GAME, UNH vs. Lehigh
4 p.m .
OKTOBERFEST, Field House

f UNHMus1c oEPARTMENT'
t
AND it* • ~-*'~ ··* · ·······: ·- t

t
.~\ !~.~:Q~ t
t PRESENT Renowned Jazz Pianist t
N~b ·I
'
~c~"S .
i p~V°S
I

!

.

McKenna Is a first In a series of tradltlonal
Jazz pertormance_
s

t -

MONDAY, OCTOBER 15, 1979
STRAFFORD ROOM,
M UB, 8:00 p. m .
Tickets: $2.50 _ .

0
. F .R IDAY & SATURDAY NIGHTS
Ot;tober 12 8' 13

t
t
t
t
t
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PUNK ROCK

'

-Corne Enjoy-

L~vaila!l;~M~.!!;_~ofl!:';_j

Bp.m.-closing
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COIDICS

Ken Sweet:
confined in

SH'OE

by Jef! MacNel/y

body only
SWEET
continued from page 1

DOONESBURY

man.
Sweet is giving a series of handicap workshops to help University personnel communicate better with the handicapped.
Sweet is also writing a book
~hn1 \t. communicating with the
1k· ... ;.11 "on'b-nancucapped . T
-'r:.e
ua .. - -- • lJ
00 WIJl
ta in several articles rrum v ..... ~g_nsources on helping and dealing
with the disabled.
Sweet believes the degree of
one's accomplishments doesn't
matter as long as one accomplishes.· "Whether it's picking up
a glass of water with a hand that
doesn't work n he said "or hitting a golf baJi down a fairway 250
feet, as long as one accomplishes."
When Sweet reflects back on
his past, he is not bitter. " I have
got great memories abcwt the
past, but if I'm continually trying
to live in the past I couldn't live in
the present."
He is content with his life, he
would not change any of it before
or after that dive in the ocean.
"I'm not bitter. I never wanted
to be anybody but Ken Sweet."

--

by Garry Trudeau
HI, retlA/15!
tuHAT CAN tu&
lXJ FOR YOU?

IT'S SOM& G/JYS
F!<OM 711£7CllM! /JH IM

-t/580Y5.'

ft.Y YOU GJ!Wj/
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Aid
AID

continued from page 2

by Craig White
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Aside from University money,
most student aid will be from
Basic Grants. Students apply
directly to the federal government for this kind of aid and
then the University helps them fo
coordinate all of the information
and verify facts.
Aid is also available through
the Work-Study Program. A lump
sum is granted to the University
and is given out in accordance
with the program's rules, Craig
said.
Other forms of aid include
various local scholarships with
which the University has no connection. Qualifications for the
scholarships are set solely by the
granting committees.
Craig said many students may
be earning money from outside
jobs in addition to aid granted.
The amount of aid received by
in-state students equals that
received by out of state students,
Craig said. The main difference,
is more in-state students receive
aid but in smaller amounts due to
a lower tuition rate. Fewer out of
state students receive aid, but in
larger amounts.

l-00.SC
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collegiate crossword
ACROSS
1
6
10
14
15
16
17
20
21
22
23

M*A*S*H character
Bibl ical brother
No thin g e 1se t han
Gree k mar ketplace
Ma r ceau , for one
Item us ed by Torn
Watson
Beautif ul
Another i tern us ed
by Torn Watson
Remuneration
Do housework
Actress Virginia

24 Raconteur's forte
26 S.E. Asians
29 From the world's
highest country
32 Genera 1 Bradley
33 Tanks, etc.
34 Actress Charlotte
36 Strict attention to
details
40 Compass point
41 Appraiser
42 Med school course
(abbr . )
43 Subject of "Nanook
of the North"
45 Tampico fare
47 Israeli VIP
48 Cross out

UJB
UJB

continued from page 2
Political Science 602 who will act
in an advising com pa city.
Since the first week of school
the University Judicial Board has
. heard at least one case a week.
"The University judicial
system has it's limitations. There
are just so many cases it can
handle in one week and in one
. year," Gallo said.

A couple of times last year the
University.Judicial Board was so
clogged with cases that the Dean
and Assistant Dean of Students
had to act as hearing officers to
ease the load. Gallo said.
But even with the number of
cases the judicial system handles Gallo said there is still
student need for more information:
"I believe that generally the
students know that it exists," he
said. "hut they don't know much
about how it works."

49 Pons or Peters
51 Chri s tmas 52 Suffi x meaning
footed
55 In a cowardly way
59 Neat as 60 Exc ited
61 Wall s tree t e ve nt
62 Suffix meani ng
wit hout
63 Chess pi ece
64 Locations
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
19
23
24

25
26
27
2B
29
30
31

DOWN
Lost in delight
Chills and fever
Ford's r unning mate
de Triomphe
City in New Jersey
Friend, in'another
language
Deel us ion of one's
teeth
Flightless bi rd
Conducted
"in G"
Greek Cupid
De fe a t soundly
Pulver' s rank
(abbr.)
SI angy sunshine
Loafers
Painter Chagall
Indonesian isle

33
35
37
38
39
44
45
46
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58

Leigh Hunt hero
Be sad
EntertJ in
Bowl ing establ i shment
Assays
Emile Gri f f ith ' s
doma i n
Like Fr ed Alle ~ 's
spe aking vo i c e
Illinois city
This: Sp.
Of a social unit
Nureyev rnovi e,
"Dancer"
Ques t io nnaire
item
Actors Tighe and
McCart hy
Ball club
Metes
Condescend
Swindle
Goddess of
fertility
Weather outlook ·
Pre-coll e ge entrance
exam
Kind of shoppe
Works with hair
"Joey"
Sports di s tance
Turkish titl e
Psychic Geller

Make
·1 all
etter.
Red Cross.

he Cood Neighbor.

······-·······•1'·
Deluxe
Sundae

I

1

BUY
GET
-FREE

I CaJulef.

(each m old 112 gal.

I

ice cream)

•

i

II

J

t9a ·CJteaJm Sto.-tea

a

I
I ·

•

K Mart Shopping Ctr.I ·

··--·--·f
Portsmouth

•
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Spaghetti
Italian

Style.

Egg Noodles
with Chicken and

Egg Noodles
with Beef
and Brown Gravy.

Macaroni
with

Cheese and Ham.

Mushrooms.

Egg Noodles
with Tuna and

Celery.

Enjoy afree Nestle Lunchlime~
·
The dellclous new 3minute casserole for one.
.

SHOP N' SAVE, DURHAM, N.H.
SHOP N' SAVE, DOVER, N.H.
•

•

';I
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PHOTOGRAPHERS
Bring your Mounted
Work to MUSO for
the Student Photo
Exhibition

October 29tli

8:00 p _.nt.
Granite State Rnt. MUB
STUDENTS 86.00
NON STUDENTS 87.50
RESERVEDJSEATING
.,
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Field ~ockey team
ties Dartm outh
(

Wildcat forward Donna Modini misses her check this time, but she came back later to assist on
UNH's first goal which helped UNH tie D~rtmouth, 2-2, yesterday. (Nancy Hobbs photo)

,..

Copeland rests top runners

track orogram trying to compete
with a large Division I sclioofo(
our caliber," said Copelana. ··we
did not want to lose the race but
by the same token, we did not
want to make St. A's look bad so I
went deep into our roster."
The · winner of the race was
George Junior, who easily
defeated the field in a time of
24:23. Junior is coming off a foot
iniurv he suffered in the sorin~
and if this race is any indication,
he i~:w.~ll on the_road back.
John Demers checked in
second in a tune-up performance
for the Yankee Conference
championship. Finishing third
was Greg White, a half miler on
the track team training with the
harriers. In fourth place was
·freshman Dean Morrow who has
only one year of high school experience.
The possibility of a perfect

score was eliminated when Scott
Burdick provided a fifth place
finish to salvage some respectability for St. A's. ~ark Cowley
finished sixth for UNH running in
his first year of cross-country and
was followed by teammate Ed
Hodge.
The question of whether St. Anselm's should be included on the
UNH schedule is a controversial
one. They obviously do not have
the talent to compete with UNH
but they also allow Copeland the
chance to let some of his unknown
runners into the spotlight.
Today, the harriers journey to
the University of Maine for their
, last regular season meet. They
have disposed on BU, Vermont,
URI and St. A's in succession, all
in impressive fashion.Pliysically,
they are in good shape and itching for the Yankee Conference
championship scheduled for Oct.
20 at URL

UNH faces decep tive UMO
FOOTBALL

continued from page 20

"We're going . to have to do a
better job getting outside on
sweeps," Bowes said. "Maine is
big on the line and we're going to
have to go outside more."
The Maine defense is led- by
senior defensive tackle Joe
Lipinski. At 6-3, 245 pounds,
Lipinski has been one of the best
players in the Yankee Conference, According to Bicknell.
"Lipinski is our leader on
defense,'; -lie said.
To neutrauze tne defensive
line's ability to stop the run,
Bowes said UNH quarterback
Tom Leavitt will throw more this
week.
"We'll have to put the ball in
the air a little more, "Bowes said.
"We threw only 15 times last
week. I'd like to see us throw
about 20."
Bicknell anticipates a "hard
hitting game."
"UNH is a physical team,' said
Bicknell, "and their size worries
us. But we've got some big guys
too. A couple years back we
weren'~ . competitive i~ the
division. Now we have better

players on hand.
"No one can take us lightly."
Wildcat Notes: Senior Maine
tight end Roger Lapham is
playing his first year of football,
but in basketball he is Maine's
second leading scorer in history
... The last time Maine beat UNH
at Maine was back in 1969. The
score was 20-18 ... Injured Offensive guard Phil Estes and defensive lineman Steve Hirons will

play this week after missing last
week's game ... Tight end Doug
Romano will miss three to four
games with a separated shoulder.
He will be replaced at tight end
by offensive tackle Mike Porter
and sophomore tight end Jim
Lyons ... A year ago, Maine used
the infamous bat ball play to pull
out a 7-7 tie in the rain at
Durham ... Maine leads this old
series 31-29-8.

Volley hallers lose
tight URI match
By Boston Neary
The UNH volleyballers took a
tough URI team down to the fifth
game before succumbing to the
Rams, Wednesday night at
Rhode Island.
''This is a very good sign for
us," said coach Jane Job. "URI is
a Division 1 team, and it showed
us that we can compete with tpe .
harder teams.''

right side.
The ball carried deep into Dartmouth territory and, on the third
penalty corner, Gabby Haroules
scored the second Wildcat goal.
Cheryl Murtagh assisted on the
10:20 score, Haroules' 11th of the
season.
For the remaining 25 minutes,
game momentum switched back
and forth from UNH to Dartmouth territory. UNH played better defense after the second goal,
but had some trouble with Dartmouth forward Linda Jackson.
Threatening for New Hampshire were Patti Foster and
Murtagh
while
Haroules,
provided outstanding defense.
The final UNH attack came in
the last two minutes of play, but the Wildcats failed on a corner attempt and the game ended on the
Dartmouth 25. UNH had 14 shots
on goal, while the Big Green took
eight.
Dartmouth goalie Claire Johnson made three saves, while
UNH's Kelly Stone stopped eight.
The Wildcats' next game is
tomorrow, at Northeastern in a
1: 30 start. The next home contest
will be October 20, when UNH
hosts URL

W oDlen 's tennis teaDl

Harrie rs run over St. Anselm 's
By Bill Nader
The UNH cross-country
machine is performing at a near
optimal level these days as
evidenced by their 16-46 victory
over St. Anselms, here, on Wednesday.
A perfect score in the sport is
15-50 and the Cats, possibly inspired by the snow, almost pulled
·
off the shutout.
The weather played a part in
the contest as the course was officially listed as cold, rainy,
snowy and muddy. Because of the
inclement weather, the distance
of the race was shortened from 6
to 4.6 miles.
For the first time this season,
Gary Crossan did not finish first.
Crossan, along with many of the
top UNH harriers, elected to sit
out the race as coach John
Copeland tried not to embarrass
the opposition.
"This was a classic mismatch,
a small Division II school with no

By Jill Arabas
UNH and Dartmouth battled to
a 2-2 tie yesterday in an exciting,
fast-paced field hockey game.
The Wildcats, now 5-0-1, were
forced to come back from a 2-0
deficit to even the score in the
second half.
Dartmouth scored both goals in
the first half, the first deflecting
in off the UNH defense, the
second as a result of a corner.
Allison Hibbert put in the first
for Dartmouth at 4: 15, while
Holly Burks raised the score at
12: 10. Frances Blynn assisted on
the second goal.
Dartmouth oenetratP.d TTNH
territory infrequently in the first
half but scored on both attempts
when inside the circle. Although
UNH dominated play, they were
still down at the half.
Donna Modini led an attack in
the second half that took the ball
up the right side. She sent it in to
Dartmouth, territory, arid seconds la~r, Cheryl Sherman scored .
the first UNH goal at 1:30.
After the goal, the ball went
back to the Dartmouth offense,
who took it into the UNH circle.
The Wildcats had trouble with the
Big Green pressure, until Carla
Hesler took it out and up on the

The Rams took the first game
of the match, 15-11, as the Wildcats had trouble getting their own
game rolling. UNH came back
and captured a 15-10 behind the
consistant play of Karen Baird,
and hitters Paula Casey and
Maryanne McNamara.

hows to DartDlol lth
Dartmouth's women's tennis team continued their domination
of the UNH netwomen rolling past them 9-0 in Hanover, yesterday.
It marks the second year in a row that the Big Green have shut
_
out the Wildcats.
- The loss was the second this week for UNH as the 1Jniversity of
Connecticut knocked them from the ranks of the unbeaten, 7-2, on
Monday. UNH now drops to 3-2.
An earlier scheduled match against Boston College was postponed when the Eagles couldn't get out of Boston due to inclement
weather.
The first and third· singles .seeds, Lori Holmes and Peggy
Schmidt, returned to the UNH line up but didn't fare any better than
the rest of their teammates as Dartmouth recorded straight set
victories in all nine matches.
UNH will try to break out of their current tailspin when they
host Colby-Sawyer College in a 3 p.m. match at the Field House
courts on Monday.

N etmen prepa re
for YC tourn ey
By Larry McGrath
The UNH netmen will have to
wait until this weekend in Orono,
Maine to get a look at powerful Boston University.
Wednesday's match with BU
was canceled and will not be
made up.
UNH and the Terriers, •along
with all the other conference
members, will be at the Yankee
Conference Championships
hosted this year by Maine.
The Terriers are the favorite in
the tournament coming off a big
.
win over UMass, 8-1.
The Cats would have had a
good yardstick to measure themselves by had they played BU.
Mother nature proved to be less
than accomadating, however, as
the snow, rain and other forms of
her fury made playing conditions
unbearable.
The Wildcats have been somewhat heartened· by their last
three outings against UM~ss,
Vermont and Maine respectively.
The third match, resulting in a
8-1 drubbing of Maine, is the Cats
lone win to date.

Seniors Bill Morrell, Mike
Lyness, Eddie Kolnaski and Jim
Cobban, who all end their intercollegiate careers, will be accompanied by standout freshmen
Jerry Thayer and Peter Quinn.
The tournament itself, with it's
short duration and small field,
presents itself as an ideal environment for an upset. _
The Cats go to Orono as an underdog having lost to UMass,
Vermont and URI during the
season.
The progress since the early
matches has heartened first-year
coach ~ob Berry who said "The
YC's are what it's all about. You
can win all your matches during
the year and if you don't take the
. conference Championships it all
means very little.
"I hope we're peaking now
because we've been playing well
lately and if we continue, who
knows."
Ideas of upset are always
prevalent at this type of tournament. "I'll be happy with a respectable showing and I think we
ca_n do pretty well,'' said Berry.
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Douglas, Kiernan score

Hooters do it to UMass in rain,2-0
By George Hayner
The UNH soccer team put it all
together Tuesday, shutting out
th~Minu~e~en of UMass, 2-0.
Today, UNH travels to Orono to
play the Univerisity of Maine.
Last year the Wildcats . beat
UMaine, 5-1. A win today would up
their Yankee Conference record
to 3-0 and maintain their position
as the only undefeated Yankee
Conference team.
The victory, ' which ups the !
team's record to 3-2-l(and gives
them a 2'...0 slate in the Yankee
Conference), may mark a turn
around for them i(, as coach Bob
Kullen said, ''the guys maintain
the intensity they snowed agamst
UMass''.
The
Wildcats,
clearly
dominating, kept the ball in the
UMass end throughout most of
the game.
Both of the offensive units
which Kullen alternated attacked
swiftly and directly, without
slowing the play up at midfield.
The 21 shots that UNH took
during the game were well
distributed throughout the team.
Sophomore Jeff Growney, senior
Tabar Elkorchi, . junior Sam
Welch and senior Mile Cloutier
all got shots, many of which came
from outside 20 yards, but it was
junior Dave Douglas and senior
Dick Kiernan of the "Cloutier-

Kiernan unit" who got the UNH
goals. _ ..
"The Cloutier-Kiernan unit has
been doing the scoring so far,"
Kullen said. "But I'm just
waiting for Saied Miremadi and
Tabar Elkorchi to bust loose.''
Mike Cloutier set up UNH's first goal late in the first half. Getting the ball at the 18, Cloutier
was surrounded by UMass defenders but he still managed to turn
and slide a pass over to Dave
Douglas on the left.
Douglas got the ball, held-it for a
few agonizing seconds, and then
placed it by UMass goalie Matt
Esteves.
Kiernan's goal came ear1y m
the second half when he blasted a
direct kick from 30 yards into the
upper right hand corner of the
net.
Although the Wildcats may
have dominated for the most part
there were occasions when
UMass kept the pressure on. But
at these times the UNH defense
_hung tough.
Kull en singled out fullback
Mike Colburn in particular. ''He
played awesome," Kullen said.
"Did you see him in the middle
there? He headed out every
ball."
Solid, steady play by John
Foerster and Andy May supported Colburn's performance.

the new hampsliire

·sports

Defensive standout Mike Colburn clears away one of UMass's many corner shots as halfback
PatrickUdeh and goalie Gordon Tuttle look on. (Bill Hill photo)

Quinn to start again

UNH faces deceptive UMO
By Dana Jennings
A wounded bear is always
dan'2:erous and UNH coach Bill
Bowes knows as Wildcats (21-2) head into tomorrow's game
with the Maine Black Bears (1-4)
at Orono.
"Maine's a better football team
than their record shows," Bowes
said. "Thev could have won last
week against Rhode Island and
they played BU and UMass
tough."
Junior quarterback John Tursky is the key to Maine's offense.
Bowes said Tursky may be the
best passer UNH had seen yet.
"He's the best pure passer
we've faced," Bowes said. "He

has a better arm than BU's Jen- bination."
UNH's running game should be
sen and he's a better runner. He
just doesn't have quite the sup- stronger this week with the
return of sophomore tailback Jim
porting cast.''
Bowes said Tursky has done a .Quinn from rib injury. Before he
fine job even though Maine's op- missed last week's game, Quinn
ponents know he's going to.throw. was one of leading rushers in
Division I-AA.
throw.
Quinn will alternate with
"We've got to put pressure on
him," said Bowes. "We can~t give freshman tailback Dwight Hamhim time to throw or he'll pick us sley, who had a strong game
against UConn last week with 113
apart."
While Bowes looks for Maine to yards in 23 carries. He was
pass often, Maine coach Jack named ECAC rookie-of-the-week.
Although the running game
Bicknell expects UNH to use a
looks strong, Bowes thinks it will
balanced attack.
"UNH presents the problem of have to be tougher to do well
the run and the pass," Bicknell against Maine.
said. "They have a good com- FOOTBALL, page 19

line---·
The Woodman-Robinson Memorial Trophy will be presented tomorrow to the University of Maine at halftime of the
UNH-UMaine game. The Saturday encounter is part of
Maine's homecoming weekend.

Memorial trophy to
he given at· game
The University of Maine will be presented the WoodmanRobinson Memorial Trophy· at halftime of tomorrow's UNHMaine football game at Orono.
The trophy is awarded to the school that has won the most men
and women's intercollegiate athletic contests between the two
schools. This is the first year the trophy will be awarded.
A school gets two points for a win and one point for a tie. Maine

won last year's competition, 18-16.

The trophy was established by the friends and family of the late
Gary Robinson of Durham and the late Bruce Woodman of
Washington County, Maine.
A UNH student, Robinson died in a boating accident in January
of 1976. A junior, he worked with area handicapped children.
Woodman was born in 1918. He played many sports at UMaine,
baseball being his best. He pitched for Maine and later pitched in
semi-pro ball. He died last July of cancer.
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